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Students want city posts
ByMarciaCwik
Staff Reporter
Robert M Dickinson, sophomore (Ed ). has declared his desire to run for
mayor of Bowling Green in the upcoming November election on the Concerned
Students for City Government ticket.
Other students who want to run for office on the ticket are Robert P
Goodwin Jr.. junior (AliS. B.A.l. who wants to run for council at large and
David R Meermans. sophomore (B.A.L who wants to run for Ward One
councilman.
Dickinson and Goodwin each must have 521 signatures of registered voters
on their petitions due by March 10 in order to become eligible candidates
Meermans must have S signatures by the same date to become a candidate.
Dickinson said be would like to be mayor to create better communication
between the campus and the town.
He said that although the University is technically a part of Bowling Green,
the townspeople and students are isolated from each other and in turn resent
each other
"I FEEL by me running for mayor and the other people (students! running
for council, we can become part of the lown-because we need the town and the
town needs us." he said, "and we could set up some sort of communication
"We're not trying to have the town dominated by the University," be added
"We're trying to work with the town "
Dickinson said his interest in politics had led him to work on Sen George

McGovern's presidential campaign, the Gilligan lor Governor campaign, anthe Bruce Edwards for Congress campaign
He said he also has attended his home town city council meetings and
Bowling Green city council meetings.
"1 think it (Bowling Green) needs a few Iresh faces in city government, and
I think I qualify as that." he said.

DICKINSON stressed the seriousness of his campaign and those of his
colleagues
"The campaign is not a farce or a comedy to draw attention to ourselves."
he said. "It's a very, very serious campaign."
"Our success depends on everyone in town getting out to vote, especially
University students, because while they're here it is their town." he added

DICKINSON highlighted several issues which he and the other members of
Concerned Students for City Government are currently looking into as feasible
planks for their platform

Dickinson said he must have the signatures of 521 registered voters by
March 20 in order to become an eligible candidate He will be going door-todoor and setting up tables in the Union and living units to obtain signatures
Dickinson said so far. the group has received no negative feedback on the
possibility of student candidates

A new warning system for railroad tracks, a public mass transit system,
getting city policemen to patrol the downtown areas on foot, and working with
the Stop Rape Alliance to establish a rape crisis center are among issues the
group is considering, he said
They would also like to pressure the slate legislature to move Bowling
Green up on the priority list for a new water sanitation plant, abolish closed
city council meetings held before and after the public sessions and supply
written agendas to people attending city council meetings
Dickinson said his chances of being elected are "just as good as anybody
else's if I run a good, hard campaign."
"I'll have to overcome the stereotype of the long-haired college kid trying to
take over the town." he said "It's not that at all 1 want to work with the
town "

"PEOPLE ARE kind of surprised we're doing it." he said, "bull think they
think it's a good idea."
Goodwin, who is also in the) process of collecting the 521 signatures he needs
to become a candidate, said he is running for council-at-large because it
intrigued him
He said he feels he is qualified to serve the interests of both students and the
community, since he has lived in Bowling Green 13 years, has worked at
McDonald's for four years, has lived in dormitories and apartments in
Bowling Green, and is vice president of the Commuter Center
"I think the council needs new blood." he said
• Topogo'our

SGA candidates
voice proposals
for presidency
By Dave Davis
Suff Reporter

must now get elected on their own
merits rather than the party platform.

Two students are seeking the Student
Government Association (SGA)
presidency in tomorrow's elections.
W. Randall Hathaway, junior i A&Si.
said increased communication
between students and SGA must be a
two-way street
"Students will be able to comment
directly to me about their problems
and ideas, he said "With this twoway communication I can explain what
SGA can and cannot do for them ''
"Some students think we (SGAI have
a lot of power while others think we
have none." he continued
Hathaway said he also plans to set up
meetings on a regular basis with
dormitory residents to further
increase input.

HATHAWAY said he is interested in
contacting the State Attorney
General's oflice to arrange an
investigation of both Campus Safety
and Parking Services.
A free hand will be given to the
Attorney General to investigate the
legality and efficiency of both agencies
at no cost to the students, he explained.
He said he favors an official investigation because the various committees
set up to investigate these agencies
have produced nothing concrete.
According to Hathaway, state and
federal funds are available to create a
structurally barrier-free University for
the handicapped
The University is ideal for such a
project because of its flat terrain, he
added

"WITH BETTER communication
the vice president and I could keep our
finger on just what student sentiments
are." he stated
The vice president will also be
placed in charge of personnel, he said,
and assist the Coordinator of
Involvement to insure the regular
meeting of committees
According to Hathaway, the vice
president should also assist student
senators in any way
The elimination of the party system
has "discouraged some candidates."
he said, "who don't want to undertake
the job of running independently "
Hathaway said. "This encourages
students to make a more intelligent
choice " He added that candidates

A STUDENT elected to city council
would not be a good idea at this time.
Hathaway said, especially a student
not from Bowling Green and
unfamiliar with the city's overall
problems
A student elected to city council
would be viewed as a "trouble maker"
by other council members, he
cautioned
A student appointed to the council
through SGA or Student Affairs with a
voice but not a vote would be a better
idea, he stated.
He said Family Planning and
Services -should be made more
accessible to students.
According to Hathaway. "68 per cent

SGA voting
process set
for election
Student Government Association
(SGAI Elections Board has announced
that only undergraduates who arc
registered (or 12 or more hours winter
quarter are eligible to vote in
Wednesday's elections
Students must bring their ID and
validation card to the assigned polling
Elaces, which will be open from 10
in 6 p in Students must appear on a
computer list of University students
and must sign the list
Votes will be cast on computer cards
by marking numbers representing the
candidates Students may vote (or one
SGA candidate per position, two Union
Activities Organization candidates and
eight student senators of their choice
Ballots will be stored overnight in a
safe and will then be delivered to
Computational Services Thursday
morning for tabulation

Misty morning
of the Family Planning and Services
patients are University women and the
present facilities are terribly inaccessable to the majority of students."
CREDIT should be given in all areas
of Experimental Studies, Independent
Studies. Foreign Studies and Work
Experience Seminars, he said
For instance, he said, library science
majors get no credit for work
experience required of them by the
University.
"Since qualifications mean a lot in
getting a job. why not officially credit
students for their practical work
experience''" he said.

A tree spreads its branches to greet the foggy morning as winter
persists.

Hathaway said he does not favor the
negative check off system for SGA
funding "It may not generate the
needed revenues and it is unfair to
students "
The system, proposed by two SGA
officers, would require students to
return a card mailed to them or be
billed for a specified amount if not
returned The money would then be
allocated to SGA from the University
HATHAWAY is a member of the
President's College Republican Club,
the Ohio State Republican Executive
Committee and a past Associate Co-

ordinator of State and Community
Affairs
Raymond J Marvar. junior (B.A.l.
said he favors increased communications through a WFAL talk show or
through the News
According to Marvar. students could
call in questions and ideas during live
interviews with various officers on
WFAL A weekly column in the News
would also help communications, he
said
• To page four

Results of the election will be
announced at 2 p.m. on Thursday by
Steven J. Dennen. chairperson of
Elections Board, in the Student Court
Room. Student Services Bldg
The winning candidates will take
office on March 31, 1975-the first day
of spring quarter.

Weather
Chance of rala today probably
begiinlig at snow. Highs la the
upper 3ts and lower 48s. Rala
likely tonlghl and tomorrow.
ckaagiag to mow tomorrow. Lows
lealght la the law aid mid 38s.
Highs tomorrow in the upper 38s
and lower 48s. Probability of
precipitation 58 per ceil today aad
78 per cent tonight.

Athletic director claims report inaccurate
By Mark Dodosa
Staff Reporter
A report from State Auditor Thomas
E Ferguson that Bowling Green was
among 11 state universities that lost
money in 1974 on their intercollegiate
athletic programs is "totally
inaccurate" according to University
Athletic Director Richard A. Young
According to Ferguson's report,
Bowling Green ran a 1678.169 deficit
for intercollegiate athletics in 1974

But Ferguson's figure does not
account (or (689,000 budgeted for intercollegiate athletics out of 1974-75
general fee monies which will be
released in late April or early May.
Young said
"Every year for about the past 10
years he's I Ferguson) been coming out
with this report." Young said. "But he
never takes into account our general
fee allocation "
THE UNIVERSITY'S general fee

budget is decided upon in March for the
following academic year
However, monies from the budget
are not released to the various
organizations funded through the
general (ee until late April or May ol
the year (or which they are budgeted.
Though Young's office has not
received its general lee monies for the
1974-75 year, the University of Toledo
has and is listed in Ferguson's report
with a $31,087 deficit.
In addition to 1689.000 from the

general fee. the University planned to
take in 8464,294 in income from its
varsity sports program during the
current academic year. Young said.
According to its budget request for
1974-75. intercollegiate athletics
estimated receiving income from the
following:
-gate receipts, $237.000
-guarantees. $73,500
-programs. 819.000
-concessions, 815,700
-parking. $13,400

-Falcon Club. $30,000
-TV and radio, $3,500
-other. $72,194
AN ESTIMATED $120,000 in gate
receipts from football (ell short of the
contribution to the budget by about
$7.(100. Young said
But income from basketball and
hockey "are more than making up (or
the deficit (rom football." Young
added
"We don't worry about gate

Alateen aids adolescents in coping
By Mary Higglns
Adolescence-everyone knows it's
not an easy time of life.
But it is especially difficult for a
teenager who must learn to cope not
only with personal problems but with
an alcoholic family member as well.
Alateen. an outgrowth of Al-Anon. is
for adolescents who live in such a
situation.
Until last fall, there was no Alateen
in Bowling Green. An incoming
University freshman-who wished to be
identified only as Karen-suggested its
formation With the helpof an Al-Anon

member, a chapter was created in
town
"I suggested it because I found I
needed it." Karen said. "Alateen is not
an organization to prevent them (the

Third in a series
members) from drinking, but to handle
problems with parents.''
KAREN SAID she began to attend
Alateen meetings in Columbus about a
year ago, under pressure from her
mother, who is active in Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA), and b-r sister, who

is active in Alateen.
As a result of this pressure, she said
she was reluctant to open herself up to
the benefits of the meeting.
"My first time, I sat there
determined I wasn't going to get
anything out of it," she said. But then
she said she heard others expressing
feelings which she had (elt before but
not realized.
Karen said she had become more
interested in Alateen since last
September when she said she felt the
"lack of AA input."
Since her mother had become active
in AA. Karen said there had been a

marked change in their family lifefrom fighting to a more serene
acceptance of each other
She attributed this change to the
influence of her mother of AA and its
12 principles.
AFTER participating in Alateen.
Karen said her own sell-image had
improved drastically.
"I'm glad my mother is an
alcoholic." she said. "Because I like
the way I am now "
Karen emphasized that an individual
from an alcoholic family situation
needs to talk about the feelings of

hostility and resentment which have
developed from it
But even more necessary, according
to Karen, is the opportunity (or these
persons to talk with others involved in
like situations and from basically the
same age group.
Empathy is one of the key elements
However, she explained that empathy
does not mean they feel sorry for one
another
Karen also said the meetings help
"torestore sanity."
• to pog* seven

receipts, "hesaid
Yet a decline in gate receipts could
lead to insufficient monies in the intercollegiate athletic budget
"We're not in the business to make
money," he said "We provide a
service and an education experience to
people that they couldn't get anywhere
else "
Young said he believes Ferguson's
report presents large deficit figures in
an attempt to "put it to intercollegiate
athletics."
AUDITOR FERGUSON said his
examination of intercollegiate athletic
programs did not seek to determine the
quality of college athletics but "was
purely a fiscal appraisal "
In a letter to Ohio Board o( Regents
(OBR) member Thomas L. Conlan.
Ferguson said his office "is as
interested as you are in attempting to
ascertain the amount, if any, that
either university general (und money
or student general (ee money is utilized
to subisdize intercollegiate athletics "
Ferguson said that after examining
the deficit figures, Conlan "would have
to conclude that indeed, taxpayers are
subsidizing intercollegiate athletics."
Conlan recently asked OBR
members to "undertake an overall
review o! intercollegiate athletics.
specifically the number of persons
involved, and direct and indirect
coats." Ferguson's letter stated

Pa** 2/Tha •© Naws. Tua»doy. Fabrvory I«. 1975

questioning sga tactics
doctor convicted
on jurors9 whims
The conviction Saturday of Dr. Kenneth C. Edelin on a charge of
manslaughter in the death of a fetus during an abortion marks a sad day
for American jurisprudence.
Dr. Edelin. a Boston obstetrician, was convicted of allowing a 20-to-24
week-old fetus to die after performing an abortion on a 17-year-old
woman. He faces a possible 20-year prison term.
The saddest part was that l)r Edelin. who was acting legally and
following correct medical procedures, was convicted not on proof that he
had broken a law but rather on the emotional whims of the jurors.
The fact, one juror even admitted that everyone on the jury agreed that
the abortion had been legal, but that the doctor was "negligent" in
determining if the fetus was alive when removed from the mother's
womb
That raises a question: if the abortion was legal, and the doctor was
following correct medical procedure-as testimony from other doctors
indicated-then why was he convicted of manslaughter?
The answer is thai the jurors used Dr. Kdelin as a scapegoat to vent
their own views on the morality of abortions; the legalities of the
situation seemed to matter little.
II Dr. Edelin is penalized, then logically all doctors who have
performed a similar operation should also suffer.
Punishing a man who clearly believed he was doing what was rightand who believed he was acting legally-is just not right.

By Mlckatl R. Wllcox
Sudeal RepreiriUtlvr
to the Heart ol Traiteei
Gaett SMeal Catamalit
Dinners at Kaufmans, trips to rock
concerts and conferences, and car
rentals Don't worry. Mr Bugie. I'll
get to those later.
After reading Mr. Doug Bugle's
temper tantrum (i.e. "Bugie Answers
SGA Critics") in last Thursday's
edition of the News. I feel compelled to
answer his numerous FALSE charges
and accusations. 1 will first review Mr.
Bugle's side of the story and then I will
state the truth and the many facts Mr.
Bugie conveniently omitted.
What do I mean by mismanagement
Mr. Bugie? You ought to know since
you and your puppy-dog associates
have been practicing it instead of
carrying out your responsibilities! As
usual, Mr Bugie, you never cease to
amaze me
You have the audacity to accuse me
of missing "official SGA meetings "
By the way. what are "oficial SGA
meetings?" You neglected to state that
SGA DOES NOT have regularly
scheduled meetings.
YOU ALSO forgot to state that you
rarely (if even bother to prepare
agendas for these unorganized get-

sardine' countries
ore gaining control
By Joaepk G. Splnrlli
Asslslaal Professor of Geography
Gaesl Columnist

The sardines are turning on the shark
and attacking it with millions of liny
teeth The mountain is, indeed, coming
to Mohammed.
In today's world the politically mute
are speaking out aggressively, the
world's economic toddlers are trying
out lor the mile-run What has been
happening in the last few years that
suddenly seems out ol the ordinary?
a v. aHNKffli.that.ihe TWtfJ.iffWW
countries are recognizing^,, apd
exercising their newly discovered
power of a united front against the
urban-industrial nations
As an aspiring geography graduate
student of Latin American subjects in
the early 1960s. I read an intriguing but
rather obscure little book called "The
Shark and the Sardines." written by a
former president of Guatemala, Juan
Jose Arevalo
IN THE early 1950s, the small
"banana republic" of Guatemala had
tried and (ailed at reform in its
agrarian structure, casting the blame
lor the lailure on the United States as
the instigator of a military coup d'etat
that crushed the alleged reformist
administration of Jacobo Arbenz
Having preceded Arbenz into the
presidency of Guatemala. Arevalo
knew the plight ol a small country,
rural and backward, trying to guide its
own destiny In his book, he saw the
United States "Shark" forcing military
and economic treaties on the beggered.
powerless, and thus timid, "sardine"
countries of I -iim America
The fable in his book ol the Shark and
the sardines showed the agony and
terror ol the little lishes when they
came face-to-face with the voracious
economic appetite of the world's big
fishes
Conditions in the 1950s and 1960s in
Latin America- and elsewhere in the
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The specter of ITT. Kennecott
Copper Corp.. Anaconda Copper,
Creole Petroleum. Kaiser. Alcoa.
United Fruit Company and U.S. Steel.
They represented to the sardines,
rightly or wrongly, intolerable
economic intrusions

SHARK INVESTMENTS were such
as to perpetuate the role of raw
material producer and exporter among
the Latin American nations The road
to rapid and sustained economic
grrtwth'was. in a real sense, denied to
the peripheral sardine countries
The economic headstart of the
urban-industrial powers (the other
Sharks in Europe and Japan I was
impossible to overcome given the
nature of raw material exporting
nations
Illiterate, unskills and cheap labor
was Mil I ii i .in to cut sugar cane and
bananas, to pick coffee berries, cocoa
pods and ration What skilled labor
was needed in the copper and tin mines
and in the petroleum fields was
generally only a fraction ol the
available and burgeoning labor forces
in these countries
The types ol commodities the
sardines exported were usually those
that could be produced by their poor
neighbors, thus, they had to compete
with their own reflections, so to speak,
lor the Shark's lavors.
In those days, (he Shark knew that
separate schools of sardines posed no
threat Those timid little bands would
(lee as a group at the mere glint of his
eyes (except (or the stubborn Cuban
barracudei
MY THOUGHTS abou( the Third
World have changed in the last year.
Mi aculously. the sardines are
standing fas(

Venezuela and Ecuador, members o(
the oil producers cartel, have been
threatened with trade restrictions in
the l niii'ii States, so immediately the
1-atin American meetings of ministers
with Henry the K has been postponed
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The Shark's alleged political and
economic transgressions, arrogance,
and condescending platitudes about
brotherhood, equality, and fairness had
to be shouldered without question
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economic imperialism and control of
vital resources and utilities in the little
countries

The Arabian sardines have survived
in a sea of oil and have spoken as one in
Oil price negotiations When they
decide to talk about oil prices,
ministers rush to Vienna Don't shake
your finger al (he Shah or you'll be
paying 75 cents a gallon next summer
Camel jokes are out

An InaapanaaM S"wa.i.i V»K.

■daw

developing world of colonial and quasicolonial nations-- were such that the
Shark behaved as Sharks were
expected to behave

I'""
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The member states in the
Organization ol American States are
becoming increasingly vocal in their
apparent desire to welcome Cuba back
into the (old i or school I
Castro has said that Cuba should
rejoin its hemispheric neighborhood
The uniting (orce is obviously not a
similarity in political philosophies, but
a bond o( common economic selfinteresl raw material producers
against the industrial powers
THE SARDINES against the sharks
Man. what a turn-about' The have-nots
are getting a piece of the action Shark
(in soup lor everyone today!
The Sharks soothed the sardines in
the past when fears were uttered about

What have I heard lately, however?
Americans are upset by Arabian
interests sinking billions of
petrodollars into our economy.
The Arabs want to buy NBC? You've
got to be kidding! Americans are
getting a little freaky about foreign
control of our businesses

togethers You also (orgot to inform
the students of the MANY times when
meetings were announced at 5 p.m.
that same day. and the many meetings
and workshops that I was not informed
(or conveniently left out) of.
Is it coming back to you now Doug7 I
realize that you have a tendency to
frequently forget the (acts.
Speaking of missing meetings. Mr
Bugie. how many Board of Trustees
meetings have you attended in the last
year? One. or two' Again, you continue
to display your excellent dedication
and attendance!
You make the accusation that the
Board of Trustees are policymakersanother brilliant deduction. Mr Bugie.
since that is what they are.
You speak o( the minutes of the
Board of Trustees but failed to tell the
students that you read 12 months of
them in one afternoon Why was this''
Because you (ailed to attend meetings
and did not bother to pick up the Board
o( Trustees agenda book that was
prepared (or you each month
WHEN (IF EVER) you see a
trustee, you should inquire as to my
involvement in investigating future
recreational facilities, co-ed housing,
campus safety, alcohol policy
revisions, small vehicle ramps, smoke
detectors and other projects No. 1 did
not initiate all of these, but I presented
many and helped carry them through
Ask the trustees if I am keeping
them abreast of student activities and
concern And also. Mr Bugie, ask
them how olten they see the SGA
president, himself!
While we are on the topic of
meetings, remember the joint SGABowling Green city administration
meeting'' Yes Doug, the one that you
arrived at an hour late, while I made
excuses to the mayor for your
tardiness
Now Mr Bugie. I am trying to figure
out how in your words I "managed to
place FOUK out of SIX students on the
General Fee Committee who ran
(three as candidates, one as an
assistant) against the present
administration in last year's
elections " Not only is that statement
false and misleading. IT IS A DIRECT
LIE! Again, you exhibit your
ignorance.
First, the correct name of the
"General Fee Committee" is the
Advisory
Committee on General Fee
I

Allocations (ACGFA).
Second, there are nine students
< rather than six that you so mistakenly
stated) on ACGFA.
THIRD, I did not place anyone, but
served on the screening committee
that selected the seven undergraduate
ACGFA finalists
As student representative. 1 participated in the screening process that
was thrown in my lap land that
hopelully will be changed next year)
Fourth, who are these "FOUR"
students. Mr. Bugie? That question
might be difficult since you cannot
answer it Only one individual who
presently sits on ACGFA ran against
YOU last year. Mr Bugie! He is also a
past member of ACGFA who applied
for. and was selected for this year's
committee just like everyone else
Hard feelings'' That couldn't be it.
could it Doug''
Now to my fifth and last point. Mr
Bugie
THE
SEVEN
UNDERGRADUATE FINALISTS
THAT WERE RECOMMENDED BY
THE SCREENING COMMITTEE
FOR ACGFA WERE VOTED ON AND
APPROVED BY THE STUDENT
SENATE Do you remember that
Doug'' You forgot to mention that in
your article last week
How
unfortunate!
During the ACGFA contingency
hearing on Feb 11, you stated that
12.100 remained in the SGA budget for
the fiscal year (until June 30) Then. 10
days later you stated that $4,130 was
left. I must admit, that has to be the
quickest shuffle (or coverupi that I
have ever witnessed
YOUR PRESENTATION o( the 197576 SGA budget was even more comical
than your contingency request At least
you could have provided ACGFA
members with copies of the entire
budget
Perhaps the student body should
know how and where their money was
spent last summer How about meals
charged to the SGA budget at
Kaufman's. Doug Also, liquor was
charged on occasion, wasn't It? Isn't
that illegal Doug''
Next, let's discuss car rentals
Didn't vou rent cars on June 7. Aug. 29
and Oct 9. 1H7S? All
expenditures were well over !6».'

were they approved by Student Senate.
or quietly charged to the budget after
the fact?
Also, wasn't there some discrepancy
in the 1,616 miles that you charged lor
your Washington. DC jaunt?
Is that bill paid yet. Doug7
What about unauthorized rental of
tuxedos, top hats, and canes from
various merchants'' Was this bill
footed by the students also, or did you
hurriedly run downtown to pay it
before you were discovered4 How do
you explain all these Doug'' Might this
be mismanagement''
I RECENTLY read your seven point
statement descriptively entitled
"Submitted by Doug Bugie" You
should enter it in a joke contest It's
content is so exceptional that you
might win (irst prize! Seriously, Doug.
I thoroughly enjoyed your humorous
writing even though it was intended to
be serious
Of your seven points. I like the last
one the best
It advocated
"establishing of SGA offices in a
different location " You followed by
saying that "we would like to see SGA
move into a house close to campus
such as Karma, where students could
walk in anytime if they needed help, or
to facilities in a central location on
campus."
This sounds very realistic. Doug
Mismanagement and incompetence
must be attributed to the present
location ol SGA oKices' A house near
campus would be centrally located and
very convenient lor students, wouldn't
it. Doug''
Since you were recently reminded of
your broken and unaccomplished
campaign promises. I won't bother to
restate them If you think that myself
and many other students are tired ol
your continuous mouth and
commentary. YOU ARE EXACTLY
RIGHT' I am especially tired ol your
public and behind-the-back lies and
accusations
You remind me ol our nation's
former president who proclaimed his
innocence, passed the buck, and
ATTEMPTED to blame others
Perhaps you should save yourself the
embarrassment and take the coute that
he did

Where are those speeches we read to
the sardines about supply and demand,
capitalism, the integrity of the
marketplace, money talks, business as
usual'' Gee. guys, it's a bit
embarrassing
OF COURSE, we have the right to be
upset by the rapid turn of events But
why didn't we try to understand their
much more justifiable fears about
foreign control in the years gone by?
If the Sardines use their
conglomerate strength-in bauxite
cartels, banana cartels, coffee cartels,
copper cartels--in what we perceive to
be an unreasonable exercise o( naked
power, we must recognize that they
envied us a little too much and now
have imitated us. down to the last wart
o( our personality
It will be interesting to see the
Sharks and the Sardines accommodate
themselves in the sea.
1( we foul each other's waters, we'll
all suffer needlessly Compromise will
be the name of the new game

'OK, THAT'S FAR ENOUGH—THAT'S FAR ENOUGH—THAT'S FAR ENOUGH—THAT'S FAR

Leirers
remember
write-ins
In the Wed . Feb 12 edition ol The
BG News, C Parmer wrote that he
noticed that the persons running for the
SGA offices of vice president and
coordinater of state and community
affairs were unopposed, a situation he
referred to as a farce.
1 find it remarkable that anyone as
interested in the elections as Parmer
should fail to be aware of Rookie
O'Ryan and Jeff Natalino. write-in

sga question
ot the week
The SGA question for this week
is:
Would yoa be wllUag to pay w
per year to the Oaltaral Boost
Fa ad to that a larger badge! ran Id
be had to bay eatertalameat" Aay
•aggettlaai?
To give your opinion on the SGA
question, call J7z-z*41 between
6 30and7 JOpm

candidates (or these positions, despite
the many flyers posted on the bulletin
boards throughout the campus
It is even more remarkable that
editors of The BG News had not made
a note of these candidates following
Partner's letter although they had
scheduled interviews with both O'Ryan
and Natalino. I can only hope that the
readers of The BG News will now be
appraised ol the situation and able to
make a decision on Feb 19th
The fact that O'Ryan and Natalino
are write-ins and not on the ballot does
not mean that the other candidates for
vice president and coordinater of state
of state and community affairs are
unopposed Moreover, their candidacy
is not a farce and they are running out
of concern lor the welfare of the
student body
D. S. Caprette
315 Conk Lin

alternative
The issue of racism that has
appeared in The BG News in the past
has finally evolved to a point where I
feel that a third alternative should be
expressed.

1 consider the first two letters by
Valencia Proa and Allan J DeNiro
both to be racist views that are not held
by all blacks and whites on this
campus
Although 1 am not naive enough to
believe that I am lacking any racist
views (both black and white). I makea
conscious effort to avoid such
prejudice
As a white. 1 cannot know what it is
like to be black or to experience the
discrimination and dehumanization
that a white society often displays But
I believe that I can understand,
although not condone, a black racist
attitude towards all whites.

What 1 am saying is this: I think I
understand what Ms Proa was stating
and why. and 1 know 1 understand Mr.
DeNiro's feelings Certainly both are
justified to some extent But to answer
racism with racism is fruitless and
prolongs the confrontation
A third alternative exists
We can all live together As a matter
ol fact, in order to survive, we all must
live together

ON THE other hand. I can understand quite well (from distasteful
experience) the white racist attitude
towards blacks. I offer no reason,
besides pure and simple prejudice,
other than the fact that whites are
being discriminated against due to
exceptional advantages now being
offered to blacks. (This is a reason, not
a justification.)

DR. MARTIN Luther King, Jr. had a
dream, one which I don't think will
ever be realized, but one which I will
do my damndest to see come true.
I try not to see black or white, red or
yellow, male or female, young or old.
intelligent or stupid I try to see people
who need friends, as I do. 1 judge
others on what they do with their lives
and how they treat other human
beings I hope this benefits those
around me. it surely benefits me.
Would it not be a better way to live?
These are my feelings, but I feel
confident that there are many others
who share them. I hope both blacks and
whites will consider (hem as an
alternative to racism.

One discrimination has subsequently
led to another.

Dave Finster
S22 Second Street. Apt No.B-a
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sga officers propose changes
We. the undersigned, support the
enactment of the proposals below,
believing that if they are enacted. SGA
will become a stronger organization,
able to better serve student interests
Further, that the cultural and social
atmosphere of the University will be
enhanced if they are put into effect.
Vote yes on these proposals on Feb. 19
in the SGA elections.
One: SGA needs more money to
operate The present budget is 110.000
By the time operating costs (clerical.
phone bills, etc ). subsidizing of groups
on campus (i.e.. Voter Awareness, the
recently formed consumer action
group, and many more), advertising
and projects {Daniel Ellsberg. Russel
Means, free concerts, etc. > the budget
is severely strained
Anyone who wants to see this is
welcome to have a copy of our budget
broken down We would like to see (2
per student taken out of the $150 per
year students put into the general fee
This would total $30,000 Better yet. we
would like to see students have direct
financial input into SGA on a voluntary
bails.
If a student did not want to
contribute, there would be a box
prominently placed on his or her bill
from the University-no, 1 do not want
to contribute. If this box was not
checked, automatic billing would
follow All provisions would be made
for students who overlooked the box
and donated by accident to refund the

t which basically reflects state control
of monies). SGA could hire its own
food experts to evaluate the system
here, or lawyers to test the legality of
parking services and Campus Safety
More speakers could be brought in
from a wider range of the political and
cultural spectrum We could freely join
lobbying groups such as National
Student Lobby without having to
contend with the state which prohibits
such action with state funds. SGA
could begin to significantly subsidize
campus organizations instead of
dealing out the peanuts it has to at
present
This is not meant to threaten the
administration It is what we believe to
be a logical step toward making
student government a government-not
a service organization
Two The implementation of the
same kind of billing systems for
Cultural Boost This was a good year
for collection-the total was $6,000 One
bad show financially and the budget is
shot. A possible sum of $45,000 could be
realized if every student would join, at
$3 per student per year Big name acts
could be booked on a frequent basis for
much lower ticket price*, and a
greater number of free Ballroom
concerts, comedians and speakers of
notoriety could be had
There is no question about it--the

cultural entertainment atmosphere at
BGSU is not satisfactory to most
students One-third of the campus
leaves on the weekends While on the
subject, we think it is a typical warped
sense of priorities which has prevented
BG from building an entertainment
center or campus where concerts,
plays, lectures, etc. could be given.
An entertainment facility should be
at the top of the priorities list along
with an athletic facility. We look at the
stadium used four or five times per
year for any significant activity, and
cringe when we think of how many

better ways the money could have been
spent while still maintaining a
respectable football program
FOR A TOTAL of $5 per year, the
activities of SGA and Cultural Boost
could be dramatically upgraded
We are fully expecting some students
to be outraged by this proposal as well
as some administrators. We ask those
of you who agree with the soundness of
this proposal to speak up also in its
defense when you can
These proposals are idealistic, but
they are tempered with pragmatismthey could be implemented even this
quarter Most or all could be in effect
by next year. We do not bring them up
to divert attention from issues
currently facing SGA and the students
such as Campus Safety, parking, food,
lack of entertainment, establishment
of
student-controlled
teacher
evaluations, the paving of First
through Eighth Streets or running
students for city council among others
Further, we are advocating
fundamental system change so that
' student government gains the power of
student backing--in confidence and in
monetary terms. Wc ran on a platform
which underscored the basic ideals ol
representative democracy You may
not know it, but we have accomplished
much, considering the limitations of

n

the system as it exists on us and on
you, who we try to represent.
The rewards have been few, the
frustrations many because we wanted
to believe that we were somehow
infusing democracy in its most
idealistic sense into the hierarchy
here The way the system presently
exists from the student governmental
standpoint will continually limit the
capabilities of anyone in dealing with
the problems we as students in this
University face. It would be naive to
think otherwise as some of the
candidates will soon find out after they
are elected
IF THESE proposals are
implemented, tbey will go a long way
toward creating the kind of
government needed at BGSU-representative and strong We ask student
support in the upcoming election to
vote these proposals in, and to eleci

cowpaths
The recent discussion about the
cowpaths that are now being worn on
parts of the University green space
prompts the following observation.

Tom Anderson
Department of Geography

let's hear from you

lack of respect

The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letler.
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 300
words
typewritten
We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spared
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include (he
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor
co The BG News. 106
I'niversitv Pall

College can mean many things to a
individual' It can be the beginning ol
his life, or the end of his freedom It
can be spent in the peacefulness of a
single person, or the violence of an
army It can be the beginning of a
prejudice, or the conformation of the
"old" one
When a group of people attack one ol
the highest points of an institution,
they have no other thoughts than
abolishing that system
The total lack of respect shown by a
good number of blacks on campus
toward the anthem of "their" country
shows a deiinite loss of "tact", toward
a goal thev wish to achieve: whatever

'YOU CAN SAY THIS FOR HENRY—HI MAY BE BORING, AND DULL, AND HAVE NO
CHARISMA, BUT HE'S TOTALLY DEVOID OF SUBTLETY!'

Christopher JMehling
Kelly A. Meyer
Rick Morrow
Butch Murnane
Lucile James
DeniseDarU
Douglas G Bugie
Edward Chima
Jerri Sanderson
William Carlos Byrd
Gloria Novak
Jon Dorfmeyer

Lerrers
The ugly paths that mar our
landscape were created and are
maintained by people who are willing
to stomp to death any living thing that
gets in their way

WE WOULD like to see this money
be placed in a public bank downtown
subject to rigid audit, and rigid control
on how monies would be withdrawn
Monthly reports on expenditures could
be sent from the bank to the News for
publication. This would give SGA
autonomy from administrative control

people who will stand up for your
rights and interests
We ask for
confidence from the administrators of
the University concerning students
abilities to meet the challenge of selfgovernment keeping in our minds and
hopefully yours that compromise is the
essence of politics
What Is needed most of all is
students who will stand up for these
ideals and be able to pragmatically put
tbem into effect.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS ON APARTMENTS
FOR SUMMER & FALL OCCUPANCY
SUMMER RA TES FOR NEW TENANTS AS FOLLOWS
'165.00/MO. - 2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM - 2 BATH
'155.00/MO. - 2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM - 1 BATH
$
140.00/M0. - 2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 1 BEDROOM - 1 BATH

FALL RATES START AT '60.00/PERSON
OFFICE: AT WINTHROP SOUTH, 400 E. NAPOLEON RD. - 352-9135
OPEN 9-12 & 1 -4 MON.-FRI. - SAT. 10-12 & 1 -3

GET YOUR APARTMENT SECURED NOW BEFORE
IN FLA TION SENDS THE RA TES UP!

that goal may be! And you especially
Miss Proa, you are In the minus
column in tact usage
You, black people of America, what
will you be In later life! The beginning,
or the end1 The ones who open a new
field, or the ones who close the old one'
Peacefullness. or violence9
Will you be the ones who build for the
future, or the ones who destroy in a
day. what it took a year to build!
Bruce W Thomas
326 Conklin Hall

challenge
The campus radio station WFAL has
offered to air a discussion debate
between myself, Mr Hoffman and Mr.
Wllcox. This will concern recent news
editorials (including todays') In which
certain points of view have been pul
forward concerning what SGA is. has
accomplished and how it should
operate.
I will gladly take this opportunity It
will help clarify what the positions are
when weighed against each other oneon-one
The time for this presentation will be
announced soon pending the
acceptance of these gentlemen. If they
choose to do so.
Doug Bugle
SGA President
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Gay Union tries to create

Nixon to donate
papers for study

awareness, understanding

WASHINGTON (API-Former Preildent Richard M.
Nixon plain to dooite 1.300 cubic feet of pre presidential
papers to the United States, the General Services
Administration (GSA) Mid yesterday
GSA Administrator Arthur F. Sampson said that on behalf
of the government be had accepted Nixon's declaration of
intent to offer the materials from the 1946-68 period and they
would be stored at a National Archives facility at Laguna
Niguel. Calif
In his letter offering to donate the papers, Nixon had
asked that they be kept at a facility' 'reasonably accessible''
to bis San Clemente, Calif., home.
Papers and other materials dealing with Nixon's years as
president remain in Washington under court order.
A special three-judge court is to consider ownership of the
presidential papers, which have been the subject of legal
action.
A lower court ruled that the presidential papers are the
property of the country and not Nixon, but that order was
stayed pending a decision of the special panel
In his Jan. 28 letter to Simpson. Nixon said he plans to
make the pre-presldentlal papers "available for the purpose
of study and research as soon as possible and to the fullest
extent possible."
However, he reserved the right to impose restrictions on
their use and availability
"Upon completion of a Richard Nixon Library and its
acceptance by the United States, it Is my present intent to
deposit the materials in that library," Nixon wrote of the
pre presidential papers
The Nixon Foundation, set up by Nixon in 1969 with the
goal of creating a presidential library and museum, has
been dissolved.
Patricia Rellly Hltt, vice chairman of the group, said Feb.
I that Its trustees approved a plan to dissolve and turn the
assets of the foundation over to Whittier College. Nixon's
alma mater, which is collecting Nixon materials and
papers.
The foundation had not drawn up plans for a library at the
time it was dissolved Its assets are not known

By Margeret Beagey
The main purpose of the newly-formed Gay
Union at the University is to create an
awareness and foster a greater
understanding of homosexuals, according to
a group representative.
The spokesman said there is a need to
dispel the stereotypes and myths
surrounding gay persons. "We can do that
just by being organized-a statement that we
are visible and proud." said another
spokesman
The Gay Union is composed of several
committees, including counseling, consciousraising, library services and a speakers
bureau All committees have the common
aim of providing services for homosexuals on
campus and promoting better relations
within the community.

Students seeking candidacy
for city councilman, mayor
• from pog* 1
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SGA candidates discuss plans
• from page on*
Marvar said he would
require a student senator to
oversee the distribution,
collection, tabulation and
publication of surveys
aimed at
increased
communication.
Possibly, he said,
information
booths
concerning SGA activities
could be set up In the
Commuter Center or the
Union These booths would
be manned by SGA oflicers
or senators, he said
MARVAR SAID he would
use his vice president to
oversee
the
SGA
committees and boards and
to eliminate the unnecessary
ones
He also said freshmen and
sophomores should be
encouraged to join these
committees

Marvar stressed that his
administration would be
"working together" on one
project at a time instead of
allowing senators to work
independently on several
projects.
Marvar agreed with
Hathaway
that
the
elimination of the party
system has encouraged
students to seek election on
their own merits rather than
the party platforms.
"It might cause less
people to vote." he said,
"because it takes more
effort to get to know the
candidates."
HE SAID he also favors
state investigations of
Campus Safety and Parking
Services but he added that
he is "leery about them
because of a conflict of
interest
between the

The ADPi Formal
isn't just the
cat's meow
it's the Lion's ROAR!
Get psyched
sisters!

ATTENTION
BGSU Students
everything in both
men's & women's
cutting & styling
ARLINE'S
Beauty Salon
1616 E. Wooster
354-7681

1222 W. Wooster
352-2851

HE SAID the group dissipated because of
internal problems and an eventual lack of
interest. The Gay Union is a re-activation of
the Bowling Green Gay Liberation.
Through a procedure involving the
changing of the name of the group and the
group's constitution, the Gay Union was
officially recognized by Student Activities as
a University organization earlier this
quarter.
According to one member of the Gay
Union, this recognition is important
"because it shows the changing attitudes
toward any type of minority, it is giving us
what we deserve: what we should have had
long ago "

THE GROUP has begun to plan several
programs in an attempt to meet these goals
According to one spokeswoman, gay
students have to deal with many problems
and frustrations She said that in an attempt
to make these students aware that there are
people on campus that can help them, the
Gay Union hopes to create a gay hotline in
conjunction with Crisis Phone

Committee to meet
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations
(ACGFA) meets tonight in the Student Court Room.
Student Services Bldg
The meetings are open to the public and comments are
accepted from the gallery. The following groups will
present requests for general fee monies tonight:
-7:00-8 00- BG News
-»:0M:i5 - Black Student Union
-8 45-9 30 Graduate Student Senate
-9:30-10:15 - Cultural Activities

She said gay persons also feel the need for
an alternative to the services provided by
University counseling services.
The group is also planning a tri-state
meeting for persons involved in gay
awareness, seminars in various classes to
discuss any aspect of homosexuality and an
information center in the Library.
The Bowling Green Gay Liberation,
established on campus three years ago. had
to undergo a political struggle to become
recognized by the University, one spokesman
for the Gay Union said.

University and the state "
If state investigations are
approved, he said, "I'm
afraid they won't really
crack down They'll (the
state Attorney General's
office) look at the situation
from the University's
viewpoint,
not
the
students' "
However, he said, a
private investigation of the
two agencies would cost a
lot of money.
Marvar said he lavored a
student elected to city
council because it would be
a source of "untapped power
that could be put to our
benefit "
"Since two city wards are
largely comprised of
students." he said, "why
shouldn't we have someone
elected?"
"A NEW recreation
facility would be well used
and might even draw
students here," he. said of
the proposed
indoor
recreational facility.
"Although it won't be built
in my time, there is a

definite need for this
building." he added.
According to Marvar.
students working on inde
pendent studies or student
teaching should not have to
pay tuition.
"People that aren't on
campus shouldn't have to
pay as if they were." he
stated
Marvar said he has the
support of Trevor J.
Phillips, director of Experimental
Studies,
in
attempting
to eliminate
tuition fees for these types
of students.
PROFESSOR/COURSE
evaluations should
be
published, he said, "as a
form of pressure to improve
any
academic
inadequacies."
The possibility of a shuttle
bus system between the
University and downtown
Bowling Green will also be
investigated, Marvar said
Perhaps a weekend bus to
one of the Toledo shopping
malls could be established
also, he added

VOTE FOR

DAVE CROWL
Student Senate
SGA

APARTMENTS
BUMPUS-DAHMS
(Across from Harshman Dorm)
2 Bedroom for 3-4 Students
Apts. Shown on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday afternoons 1-5 p.m.
FOR APPOINTMENT, PHONE US
ON SUNDAY, MONDAY or THURSDAY

EVENING - BETWEEN 7 & 10 p.m.

3524671
AL-LYN
309 High St. & 801 Fifth St.

352-9382 or 352-4671

A reason for this project is
that Bowling Green has a
captive market on students,
he said A bus to Toledo
would give students a larger
choice of products and
stimulate local merchants
to lower their prices.
Marvar said he does not
favor a negative check off
system for SGA funding
A positive system would
work better, he said, since
students could not overlook
the letter and end up being
billed
Marvar is a Student Court
defense counselor

Goodwin, who also
stressed the seriousness of
the campaign, said that with
student support he and his
colleagues could wage a
vigorous campaign.
"If we get the students
behind us. there'd be no
stopping us." he said. "Not
that we're trying to scare
the townspeople. We're
taking this very, very
seriously."
Besides
the issues
mentioned by Dickinson.
Goodwin said the groups
would also like to research
the possibilities of holding
some city council meetings
on campus, initiating snow
removal for the elderly and

backing necessary sewersidewalk projects.
MEERMANS said be is
running for Ward One
councilman because he has
always been interested in
city government and sees
potential in the ability of
University students.
"I think a student could do
the job a lot better, because
he is in contact with
students." he said.
Meermans said his only
qualification is an interest,
but that be has "quite a bit
of leadership "
He has served on the
Student Assembly, the
Anderson Hall
Student
Foundation, and various
subcommittees
for
organizations

Meermans said be is very
positive about the election.
"IF WE can get the
students behind us, we have
a good chance of winning the
election." he said
Some potential planks for
the platform other than
those mentioned by his
colleagues are possibly
putting a bandstand in
Carter Park and turning the
old city post office into a
recreation building, he said
Meermans said that
although be is a junior and
the term of a ward
councilman is two years, he
intends to stay in Bowling
Green if elected.
"I'll do whatever it takes
to get the job done." he said

Senator enters presidential race
WASHINGTON (APISen
Lloyd M
Kent sen
became the fifth formal
Democratic entry in the 1976
presidential race yesterday,
expressing confidence he
could win support and raise
money outside his native
Texas
"I wouldn't have entered
this race unless I thought 1
was going to win it," the 54year-old Texas Democrat

told
several
hundred
backers and reporters in the
Senate Caucus Room.
Nevertheless, he said he
would seek simultaneous
reelection to the Senate
from Texas next year, as did
Lyndon B Johnson when he
was elected vice president
in I960
Bentsen conceded that
most of the $1 million he has
raised so far and most of his

tangible political support is
from Texas
By declaring active
candidacy, he joined Sen
Henry M. Jackson of
Washington. Rep Morris K
Udall of Arizona, former
Gov. Jimmy Carter of
Georgia and former Sen
Fred R Harris of Oklahoma
in a race likely to include
quite a few more before the
first primaries.

newsnotes
Confusion
AZLE, Tex. (API- Residents of this
community of 4.500 need three phone
books to keep in touch with their
neighbors, a fourth if they want to
call Fort Worth 20 miles away.
The two counties that divide Azle
are served by Southwestern Bell
Telephone Co. and General Telephone
Co.. and Continental Telephone Co.
serves other nearby communities.
Telephone tolls very, too It costs a
quarter to make a call from Buddies'
Supermarket, for example, but only a
dime down the road a way.
Something else about Buddies':
You can buy beer there, but only if
you are in the half of the store that's
in Tarrant County The other half is
in Parker County, and beer sales are
against the law there

Cash rebates
DETROIT (AP)-The nation's car
dealers want the hard-pressed auto
industry to extend cash rebates on
new models into the spring because,
they say, the program is spurring
sales

Car buyers, who can save COO to
1600 on some cars until the end of the
month in what is believed to be the
first fullscale clearance sale in
industry history, also would welcome
the extension
Dealer pressure for continuation of
the rebates and discounts on a
broader range of cars-the plans
cover mostly small models now-may
cause extra problems for Detroit's
auto makers.
The companies say the sales slump
has eaten into most of their profits
and the rebates are costing them
dearly
Some estimates put the cost
through the end of the month at
upward of $150 million, not including
millions of dollars for advertising.
In addition, while the rebates have
increased the selling tempo since the
record low set in early January, sales
remain sharply depressed because of
the economic recession.
Sales in early February, when
696.501 cars were sold, were at a 13-

year low But the rebates, primarily
on small cars, apparently did the
desired job of clearing the small cars
from dealer lots
A 130-day supply of small cars Jan.
1 was out to an 83-day supply Feb. I.
Automotive News reported
Despite the program, financial
analysts expect the four major
companies in aggregate to wind up in
the red this quarter, an industry first

Art stolen
MILAN. Italy (API-Art thieves
broke into Milan's municipal
museum before dawn yesterday and
carried off 28 impressionist paintings
estimated to be worth $1 5 million to
$3 million. It was the second major
art theft in Italy in two weeks.
Police said the thieves entered the
downtown museum by breaking a
window and then disconnecting the
alarm system. They made their way
to the modern wing while six
watchmen were in other galleries.
The stolen paintings included works
by Van Gogh. Cezanne. Renoir. Corot
and other French, Dutch and Italian
artists

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

Preferred Properties

Now Leasing

Now Leasing

For Summer & Fall

For Summer & Fall
Special summer rates start at *420
Fall Rates start *165

Special Summer Rates Start *420
Fall Rates Start *300
Rental Office
1163 Napoleon Rd.
9-12, 1-5 M-F

352-9378

Rental office
163 NAPOLEON RD.
Office hrs. 9-12, 1-5 M-F

352-9378
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Surprise! It's a ski team
According to team captain
Jim Howell. the team has
had good showings in some
Michigan events and
finished third in last year's
Midwest Championships in
Terry Peak. South Dakota.
He said the third place
finish was the best in the

Story and Newsphotos by Bob Harmeyer

team's four year history He
added that the women's
team has been much
stronger this year than the
men's
"The girl's team this year
has been fantastic.'' Howell
said, adding that "this is UM
first year we've had a full

girl's team we can count
on."
Howell explained that a
full team is five members
and that the team has never
had more than three girls in
previous years.
The women's team has
won six trophies so far this
season Their biggest single
weekend this year was at
Crystal Mountain. Mich.
where they won first place
in slalom competition and
third place in giant slalom
The men's team did not do
as well in the near-zero
weather, finishing seventh
in slalom competition and
fifth in giant slalom
The team's biggest prob
lem is financing Considered
.i club sport by the I'niver
sity. it must obtain financing
through the health and
physical education depart
ment
This year the team was
allotted 1600 to cover entry
fees. lift.tickets, gas. ami
practice fees That amount
however, does not cover the
.ii-iu.i I cost of the expenses.
The cosl of a single trip to
Crystal Mountain, for
instance, was over $400
The team has been there
twice this year and tinwomen's and men's "A"
team will be returning later
in the season
In an average season the
team must travel about 2.000
miles Last year, however,
the trip to the Midwest
Championships in South
Dakota nearly doubled the
average yearly mileage
total
Because of the inadequate
financing, each team
member must pay $75 to join
the team. This figure,
though, does not include
food or lodging for the distant events-additional
expenses that must be paid
for by each team member
To minimize their lodging
expenses, some of the team
members sleep on the floor
of the rooms
Beside these personal
expenses, each member
must already own his own
equipment.
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University Theater has seen many scenes
'A far cry' from 1930
By LyaK Mabai
College theater productions such as Str.unh.ith '
a drama with some risque
jokes, are a far cry from
what was being produced by
Bowling Green State Normal College students 45
years ago
Six years after the college
was established, students
were performing in playlets
and other dramatic presentations, according to
John II Hepler. associate
professor of speech and
technical director of Univer
sity Theatre
"At that time University
Hall was the Administration
Building, and there was a
recital platform where the
main stage is now." Hepler
said

An organization called the
Gold Mask, consisting of
alumni, faculty, students
and staff, ran the theatre
program along with the
Knglish department, presenting four plays a year In
1838 the speech department
was formed and a theatre
curriculum was established
In 1939. the Work Projects
Administration built the
main stage that was renovated last year Because of
the depressed economy at
the time of construction, it
was difficult to procure
building materials, he said.
"The gridiron was made out
of old boiler pipes and the
University even manufactured some of its parts to
finish it.' Hepler added
BELOW the auditorium
was the campus radio sta-

tion. The area now occupied
by Joe K Brown Theatre
and the scene shop was a
large recreation room with
kitchen facilities
Hepler came to the
University in 1949, the same
year the Gate Theatre was
dedicated The theatre then
was a small wooden structure with a one-story brick
building around it and was
located where the power
plant's parking lot is now It
was eventually condemned
and demolished
Theatre students of the
1950's also made use of
"Studio B." a large social
room on the second floor of
Hayes Hall, where the
music department was
centered.
Hepler noted
"There was also a natural
amphitheatre in the area
where the old Falcons' Next
used to be. beside Johnston

Hall Some plays were done
in this open area." he
continued
BY THIS time the speech
department had moved to
South Hall and in 1961 the
recreation center was
remodeled and Joe E.
Brown Theatre was dedicated
In 1985. University President William T Jerome
formed a committee to
explore the possibilities of a
performing arts center. The
idea of a Fine Arts complex
is still being supported by
President Hollis A Moore,
"but the lack of finances is
the main reason it has not
materialized." Hepler said.
Since then, the main auditorium has been renovated,
and the Poe Ditch scene
shop has been established as
a supplementary theatre
facility

The 1941 Gale Theater, the University'! original theater building woe
in the present power plant's parking let. (University archive pheta)

■

■

Previews
Opera satire to open

Next play called 'solid'
Preview by Jan ( orduro
The tragedy of the common man is the theme of the
University Theater's third winter quarter production "A
View From The Bridge "
The play, written by one of America's classic authors.
Arthur Miller ("Death of a Salesman"!, opens tonighl and
runs through Saturday in the Joe K Brown Theatre.
University Hall Curtain time is 8 p m
The play is styled on a Greek tragedy format, according to
director Jeffrey IV Koep. graduate assistant in speech "A
View From The Bridge" is a serious but last-paced play, he
said
BASED on a true story thai was once told to Miller, "A
View From The Bridge is the Lile of a New York
longshoreman. Kddie Carbone. his wife Beatrice, and their
niece Catherine, whom thev have raised since her parent*
died
During the play. Eddie is shown as overprotective toward
his niece- more than the average father. Koep said A love
situation develops between Eddie and Catherine which
Kddie refuses to acknowledge

Are you
saving
the News ?
- FEATURING Ck*I Rruilrd ffillkl and
Chops
Full cearta Fnmii> ninatr
I? VARIETIES
ANCAKES a WAKKI.KS
Open Ties thru Sm I SON
Randan 7:JM:ni
412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Two cousins of Beatrice. Marco and Kodolpho. come to
New York as illegal Italian immigrants, and Catherine soon
falls in love with Kodolpho
"EDDIE views Rodolpho as a homosexual because of his
blond hair and his singing," Koep said "He tries every
method to pull Catherine and Kodolpho apart
Kddie eventually turns Marco and Kodolpho in to the
immigration officials, and loses respect for his own
standards since he broke Ins word
"A View From The Bridge" is "a play of violent
emotion." Koep said It is set in the mid 1950 s but the ideas
arc not dated, he added
Koep is directing the play as a part of his master's degree
work He. and scenic designer. Ron P llammel. picked this
production because "it is a good solid play "
"I'M interested in the audience." Koep said This play
appeals to the average audience because people can relate
to common emotions, he explained
Koep said the play runs about one hour and 40 minutes, but
the action develops and the play moves It is not dull. Koep
said, adding that this is "the only serious-type drama being
produced thisquartcr."
Ed Magel Jr . freshman lA&Sl. is playing the part of the
non-compromising Kddie Carbone and Marian lister, junior
iKd I, is playing his wife. Beatrice Christine Holt, senior
iKd I. is the nice Catherine, with Ken Bernfield. junior
IA&SI and Ken Weisbarth. sophomore <A&S> as Kodolpho
and Marco respectively
VETERAN actor Nick Kuggeri. senior (Ed l. ia
portraying the lawyer. Alfieri He related the story to the
audience from his office in Red Hook. New York, and serves
as a Greek chorus type of figure.
The box office for "A View From The Bridge" will be
open today through Saturday from II am-3:30 pin and
after 7pm on performance evenings
Admission is 50 cents for students with IDs. (I for
children and high school students and $:' for adults

ABORTION
STARTING RATE'125.00

A colorful, light-hearted satire will be the University
Opera Workshop's production
"The Pirates of Penzance.' written by Gilbert and
Sullivan, pokes fun at the serious operas, according to
Musical Director Thomas Davies. senior lEd.i "Gilbert
and Sullivan are making light of Mozart's operas." he
explained
"The Pirates of Penzance" is the story of a young man
who learns that everybody must face up to his duty vaid
State Director Kichard Hagg. senior I Ed i
The young man. Frederick, was to be apprenticed as a
pilot or head of a ship, but through the misunderstanding of
words, he ended up being apprenticed as a pirate Although
he dislikes the trade, young Frederick dutifully serves his
assignment
HE MUST serve for 21 birthdays, and when he tries to
lake a more lawful profession following his 21 years of
'service, the pirate king discovers that Frederick was born
Feb. 29 during a leap year Therefore. Frederick really only

By Jan Coraaro
Eight years ago. the Joe
I Brown Theatre had about
half an audience for the University's first "theater of
the mind" production
What began as an experimental, one-night presenta
tion. has grown into an
annual, major season
dramatic event known as
readers theater
Dr Lois A Cheney, professor of speech, has
directed the readers theater
performances at the University since the beginning in
1967. and describes it as "a

very exciting and challenging medium "
Headers theater is a form
of theater which concentrates on the text. Dr
Cheney said "It removes
many of the traditional trappings of the theater "
KK AHF.KS theater is con
ducted without the use of
costumes, makeup, props
or scenery "It is up to the
actor to provoke your imagination ' she said
Without the usual theater
technicalities, readers
'heater emphasizes voice
and movement within the

SUMMER APT. RENTAL

CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

LOWEST RATES IN BOWLING GREEN
AIR CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS
COMPLETELY FURNISHED, DISHWASHERS
UP TO FOUR OCCUPANTS ENCOURAGED

24 HOUR SERVICE

Call 1-246-4413 collect after 5 P.M.

HoMtoniake
ytnsr last two years of college
mean even more.
while you're working on your college
degree. Earning an extra $100 a month, up
to ten months a year.
And two years later, you'll graduate
with your degree, your commission
as an Army officer, and some real experience
at leading and managing people.
The last two years of college can
mean a lot to you. If you take the Army ROTC
Two-Year Program you can make them
mean a lot more.

For further details on how to make YOUR last two years of college mean even more, contact
Captain Tom Whipple in Room 157, Memorial Hall or call 372-2477.

served five birthdays Frederick stays with the pirates.
"The opera Is written against the English tradition
Hagg said Davies noted. "It's not so much what la said, but
how it is done The melodramatic actions make (un of the
sophisticated English humor."
The opera. Hagg said, is an escape back to the traditions
where life was a ruffled shirt and a buggy ride
"IT'S NOT the type of show you have to concentrate on."
Davies added
John Barthold plays Frederick and Rick Link is the pirate
king
The production's chorus also performs as individuals.
Davies said "The chorus is more like that In a musical as
opposed loan opera chorus "
The opera, which is being produced in cooperation with
the Student Activities Office, will be presented at S p.m.
Thursday and Friday in the Grand Ballroom, Union
It is free and open to the public. Donations will be
accepted at the door and will be given to charity. Hagg said

Theater form taps imagination

1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist

4

Take advantage of the Army ROTC
Two-Year Program.
If you've just about completed your
second year of college, and you're planning
on two more, it's not too late to take
Anny ROTC.
You stati the program with six weeks
of Basic Camp (you'll bo paid for it) between
your sophomore and junior years.
Then it's back to school in the fall.
Learning how to become an Army officer

Preview by Vlckl Jofcaion

actor Dr Cheney said that
she often uses different
lighting methods in her productions because "lighting
itself is suggestive," and
light can create different
moods and abstractions
The important thing about
readers theater. Dr Cheney
explained, is the opportunity
for suggestive participation
from the audience The
character moves within the
minds of the audience to
"direct people's imaginations. " she added
Readers theater productions can utilize any form of
literature such as poetry,
novels or plays, Dr Cheney
said It has all literature to
pull from because it allows
for narrative interpretations, she added

WHY WAIT TIL THE
WEEKEND?
After Class it's

THE READERS theater
production this year will be
"John Brawn's Body" which
will be presented April 22-26
in the Main Auditorium.
University Hall
Dr. Cheney said she has
been working on the show
for roughly a year and a
half Though it is a demanding type of theater production, she said she feels that
it is different and exciting
too
Dr. Cheney said that she
would like to see more productions of this type She
said that the readers theater
production is "the highlight
of my year in terms of my
overall assignments "
"I have no desire to go
back to traditional theater,"
she said. "I can't explain
why Perhaps it is the extra
demand from readers
theater."
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ART WITH US
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We'll handle it quickly, efficiently, and economically
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WBGU-TV marks its 11th anniversary
ByMarkW.lt.
Tkis month marks the nth
year of educational televitfoa in Bowling Green It
wit February 10. 1964. when
WBGU-TV, channel 70. first
began regular broadcasts
from the studio on the fourth
floor of South Hall
. Since that time the station
has undergone many
changes

The idea (or a television
station began in 1953 when
Dr. Ralph Harshman. dean
of the College of Business
Administration, and Sidney
Stone, associate professor of
speech and director of
WBGU radio persuaded the
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) to
reserve a channel for the
University on the educational television network

It wasn't until 10 years
later the University decided
to start the station and the
FCC granted a permit for
the construction of a a transmitter
That first transmitter, a
red and white tower with a
blinking red light, still sits
on top of the Administration
Building It had a range of
about 15 miles

Prof represents University
ot state government level
By Sieve Berlin
Dr. Willard Fox was
recently named coordinator
of governmental affairs for
the University He replaces
Richard Bodamer as
legislative liaison
Dr Fox. professor of
educational administration
and supervision has been
teaching at the University
since 1958 He is a member
of the Bowling Green City
School Board and served as
executive director and
treasurer of the Ohio School
Beards Association from
It* to 1972
As liaison for the
University. Dr Fox spends
Tuesday. Wednesday, and
Thursday of every week in
Columbus He works with
the state legislators
discussing bills and how
they may affect the
University
ACCORDING to Dr Fox.
one of the most important
topics in Columbus is "the
balance to be achieved

between the Board of
Regents and the responsi
bility of each Board of
Trustees to operate their
own university "
Dr Fox is also concerned
with the amount of money
allocated for various
purposes to the University
Each school has a representative acting as a liaison
in Columbus "Once a week
we get together and discuss
common and uncommon
problems."' explained Dr
Fox The exchange of ideas,
he said, are helpful to all
those involved
SINCE THIS YEAR is an
appropriation year in the
Ohio legislation, there is
increased attention given to
the funding of higher
education According to Dr
Fox, a university liaison
plays an especially
important role in legislation
during the appropriation
year
"1 generally try to
establish and maintain
contact with the Board of

concerning
Regents
pertinent information
relating to the University."
Dr Fox noted "I am also
very concerned that our
administration know what is
happening
Dr Fox is optimistic
about his new position "It is
much easier to represent a
respected school such as
Bowling Green "

IN FALL 1959 the fourth
floor TV studio in South Hall
was opened At that time. It
was used to teach television
production
"In 1163. I began to telecast lectures over a closed
circuit system," said Dr.
Uuane Tucker, who then was
teaching TV production, but
is currently general
manager of WBGU-TV
South Hall served as
WBGU-TV's first studio
whe.i it began to carry
shows from the National
Educational Television Network in 1964
1 told the administration
we would need more room
than South Hall could provide." said Dr. Tucker
"Plans were then made to
move the station"
One of the plans was to put
WBGU-TV on the fourth
floor of I'niversity Hall, but
the administration decided
to accept Dr Tucker's alternative plan to erect a
' 'modestly priced building to
house the station" The
Troupe Avenue studio.

finished in November IMS,
cost about (200.000
"When the station first
began, there was no falltime staff," Tucker
explained.
"The Troupe
Avenue facility was built to
hold a full-time staff of
seven
"TODAY, we have a falltime staff of 28 with a student, part-time staff of U,"
he explained. "We are
bursting at the seams and
expansion is needed badly
This is one of the moat congested buildings oft
campus "
Dr Tucker asked the University for a new transmitter in 1968 to increase the
power of the station With
the help of a federal grant
the new transmitter was
built between Lima and
Bowling Green in spring
1973
The transmitter Increased
WBGl'TVs power from
10.000 to 750.000 watts, so the
station's coverage grew
from one county to 10
counties The number of

CAROUSEL DRESS &
BEAUTE SHOPPE

viewer! ID the WBGU-TV
viewing am increased from
80,000 to Ore preMnt figure
of 1.7 million.
Oi UN, 0» Public Broad
caiUnj Syftem (PBS) was
formed a* a remit of the
Public Broadcast!** Act of
1987 The National Educational Television Network
that WBGU-TV began with
no longer exiita. PBS is now
the world's largest televi
sloa network with J50 station*.
"Programming since the
beginning of educational TV
has gone through dramatic
changes." said Dr. Tucker
"la the beginning." he
noted, "shows were financed OB a shoestring The
Ford Foundation used to finance the majority of shows
Now with increased funds
available. PBS shows can

compete easily with
commercial television's
best."
Dr Tucker said he hopes
to Increase local program
ming substantially for

WBGU-TV He said he want
money to be able to raise
local productions to a high
quality level and have
enough money U)
that level

Alateen aids teens
• from pag. on.
"I'M NOT insane." she said. "But anything you lei obteM
you lends to throw your thinking wacky ''
She said that by listening to others In limiUi
predicaments with similar feelings, participants. Wrere
better able to clarify and straighten out their own thinking
Karen said at first she thought attendant tlateen
meetings was entirely selfish "You go for yonrtt I
learn about yourself, but the more you go. (he m
have to give away "
Karen said that presently there are only a leu tlateen
members who attend the Bowling Green meetings
regularly. However, she added that there is probabl) I large
potential from the University student bod\
From casual encounters she had met quite a few
with alcoholic parents
She added that she doesn't actively recruit lor Alateen. "I
don't like to cram it down their throats
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BALALEIKA ORCHESTRA
AT KENT
FEBRUARY 22

Featuring Blow Cuts & Shaping
$4.00 For Guys and Gals. Total

6:00 • MEET AT HILLEL. 511 E. MAIN
7.-00 - CANDLELIGHT MARCH
7:30 • SILENT PROTEST
FOR RIDES CALL: STEVE 352-0126
MARK 352-5586

Hair Care
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Approach To
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Alpine Village Restaurant
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Cherry Hill Village

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS,

AMERICAN, GERMAN AND ITALIAN FOOD

and University Court Apts.
Clough and Mercer Streets
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COLLEGE EVENING SPECIAL
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Special Summer Rates Start at s420
Fall Rates '225
Rental Office
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853 NAPOLEON RD.
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ENTERTAINMENT THURS., FRI. & SAT.
MONDAY-THURSDAY EVENINGS 5:30-10:00

117 N. MAIN - 353-0512

Tomorrow Night!

"Collecting American Regional English"

FREDERIC G.
CASSIDY
• Distinguished Authority on American Dialects, Jamaican English,
Creole Languages & Place Names
• Prof, of English (Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison), and Editor-in-Chief,
Dictionary of American Regional English

THURSDAY, Feb. 20,7:30 P.M.
115 Education
• EXTRA •
See Prof. Cassidy's Fascinating Slide-Lecture on the
(Anglo-Saxon) Sutton Hoo Burial Ship Findings
Fri./Feb. 20/9:30 a.m./Wayne Rm./Union
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across from the football stadium
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Philosophy course attempts
to evaluate ideas of experts'
By Dli Siyder
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MOST STORES
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EXCEPT SUNDAY MORNING 12 A1/DN/GHT TO 8 A.M.
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INSTEAD of standard
required reading. Dr. Littlefield lists 30-40 readings for
discussion in class. For
"Philosophy of Man and So-

U.S. GOV'T INSPECTED
FOR WHOLESOMENESS
MIXED FRYER PARTS OR,

WHOLE
FRYERS

HERRUD

According to Dr Ronald E Stoner.
professor of physics, today's Americans and
the builders of Stonehenge have something in
common-money and science
"We spent about the same part of our GNP
(Gross National Product I to go to the moon
as the Stone Age people used for
Stonehenge." Dr. Stoner said

LIMIT

F0UR

PARTY ASSORTMENT

He said Stonehenge. which was built in
stages and took about 600 years to complete,
served as an observatory to watch the moon
and sun
"Stonehenge is an example of using
science in the Stone Age," he said. "The
Slonehenge people were using science to look
at things the way people today do."
Certain stones in Stonehenge line up with
positions of the sunrise at various times of
the year Four 20-ton rocks and a heel stone
from which moon and sun sightings are made
line the circular structure.
I)i Stoner said there were probably some
men who feared the idea of studying the
heavenly bodies.
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"THERE MIGHT have been people at
Stonehenge who argued that they should
leave the sun and moon alone, or the gods
would take revenge." he said. But he added,
"You cannot stop a potentially useful
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"ONE thing I learned."
Dr. Littlefield noted, "was
that it is difficult for students to say what they
thought, more so than what I
had suspected."
"But when they found that
their opinions were valued,
they opened up like floodgates." be continued "One
reservation some students
had afterward was that they
had not participated enough
"I believe the students
were surprised at the
number of people who held
differing opinions.
It's
important to get people to
think for themselves, to take
into consideration what
others say but to ultimately
formulate their own ideas."
Dr Uttlefield said
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Grants
A 128,000 supplementary grant from the Ohio Board of
Regents is helping Dr Waldemar Weber, director of the
professional development program at the University,
establish a center to assist professors in becoming better
teachers.
The program, originally funded by a three-year 1114,000
grant from the U S Department of Health. Education and
Welfare (HEW), is aimed at graduate assistants and
teaching fellows at the University who are already
teaching at the college level.

Alumni assist.
Jerry L Updegraff has been appointed assistant director
of alumni affairs
Undegraff. 30, is now director of college and alumni
relations at Morris Harvey College, Charleston. W. Va. He
replaces Fred Hansen. who left the staff for a position with
Western Michigan University last Dec. IS.
His duties at the University will include coordinating the
annual alumni giving program, advising the Undergraduate Alumni Association, assisting in the senior
challenge program, and working with alumni clubs
nationwide

VA meeting
Students interested in working for the Veteran's
Administration can meet representatives from the
Brecksville VA Hospital at 7 tonight, in the Forum,
Student Services Bldg Jobs in business, science, medical,
liberal arts, psychology, and other health care fields are
available, and interviews will be scheduled at the meeting.

Kiwanis club
The local Kiwanis club is interested in sponsoring a
campus branch of Kiwanis called Circle K
Both Kiwanis and Circle K are service clubs dedicated to
community and civic improvement
An organizational meeting of persons interested in
starting a Circle K club will be held at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
in US Business Administration Bldg

Economic talk
As part of the Economic Colloquium Series. Dr. William
G Shepherd, professor of economics at the University of
Michigan, will speak al 3 p.m. tomorrow about "Are
Dominant Firms Immune to Anti-Trust Policy."
The program, open to the public, will be held in the
Capital Room. Union.

Domino's people are the pizza people, period.

LIMIT ONE

KROGER OIL

A table will be set up in University Hall today, tomorrow
and Thursday for students to sign organ donor card*. The
organ donor program is sponsored by the Kidney
Foundation
Any person 18 years of age or older may sign toe card,
which is a recognized legal document, valid throughout the
country No registry of names is kept by the Foundation.
The Uniform Donor Card designates that parts or all of
the body be donated for use after death
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Auditions
Auditions for singer*, actors, musicians and crew will be
held between 3-* p.m today in the Grand Ballroom. Union.
for summer productions in Beckley W. Va.
Actors should bring three minutes of prepared material,
singers should bring music (an accompanist will be
supplied) and musicians are expected to bring prepared
material Producers Ewel Cornell and John S. Benjamin
will screen the applicants for "Honey in the Rock" and
"Hatfields & McCoys," which will be performed June 11August 31, at Grand view State Park near Beckley

TONIGHT
4:30-8:00
352-5221

SAVE
50c
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invention just because someone may have a
bad use for it "
The Stonehenge men's technology could be
compared to that of the American Indian
during the time of Columbus. Dr Stoner
said Both groups used flint and stone tools to
shape the rocks
He also said the Stonehenge builders put
their simple technology to work for them
"They were able to find out things that we
haven't found out 'til recently." be
explained These findings included moon
sightmgs accurate to one-twentieth of a
degree, he said, which was not equalled until
the 18th century.
The Stonehenge men also used their
technology to move rocks, weighing up to SO
tons, a distance of about 20 miles, he said.
"They would drag the stone overland to a
river, dam the river and try to either float
the stone on wooden rafts or drag it along the
bottom with ropes." Dr. Stoner said He
estimated that it may have taken four or five
years to move just one stone.
According to Dr Stoner. Stonehenge
combined art and science, breaking down the
artificial barrier of keeping the two apart
"Science is a distinctively human
endeavor-just as literature." he explained
"A practicing scientist regards a lot of what
he does as an art."

DINNER?
DOMINO'S!

G

r ■■■•■■ KROQER MINI-MIZER COUPON»■■■■■»«
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wanted them to be aware of
what was going on inside of
them ' He added. "We used
some more popular readings
mixed with some heavier
intellectual stuff.

intermeshes art, science
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ciety," the list includes
authors such as Plato, B.F.
Skinner, Alvin Toffler. Carl
Rogers and Morris Frellich.
The course crosses curricular lines, and there are
readings in psychology,
sociology, history, economics and anthropology,
according to the syllabus.
Dr. Uttlefield also used
his theory last quarter when
he taught "Introduction to
Philosophy."
"I had two basic guidelines as to what role I
played," he said. "First I
tried to present what my
real thoughts and feelings as
an individual were. Secondly
I tried to get to the deeper
basis of students' views.
"The big problem for me
was the pressures of students on me to run the
course I had to be willing to
do what I was expecting
them to do," he explained
"I NEVER said Next
time we'll talk about. .' I

Stonehenge's construction

!>■••«■■ KROGER MINI-MIZER COUPON*"*"""
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Spontaneity -voluntary or
undetermined action or
movement.
That is what Dr. Loy
Uttlefield is developing
through his theories on
classroom methods.
"Who would like to get us
started?'isDr Littleflelds
first question when a student
studying "Philosophy of
Man and Society" enters the
classroom
"It seems worthwhile to
try alternative approaches
to teaching," he explained.
"Both students and teachers
are learning what other
people had to say. the socalled experts This course
is to get what we think about
the ideas."
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HOT
DOGS

SALZBURG, AUSTRIA 1975-76

• You do not have to be a German major or minor to
participate
• Program costs are comparable to on-campus costs.

SAVE
UP TO
49. ,
■III*.). Ull i«l>b,.»-m»l*»i

PROOF KROGER REALLY DOES HELP
MINIMIZE YOUR FOOD COSTS.

• Your academic program requirements can be fulfilled in
Salzburg with no loss of time.
• The most advantageous time to see Europe is while you
are still a student!

•at Mm

RUDY'S HOT DOG

For further information ask for the program booklet at the
Dept of German & Russian

With Rudy s Special
Soice. MuiU'Os. On
ions
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THE HARVEST IS PLENTIFUL
PHASE II
"It is by the fruits of our labor as a people that we have gave to America the very best we had. We have
loved America but have known very little love in return, thus we can no longer remain fools in love. Ours is
not a-blind love."
"Our love is strong, infinite black love. This is to say love has not judged men by clothes circumstances
permit them to wear, nor the texture of their skin, nor the color of their hair, but by their fruits you shall know
them. The fruit of our history as a people has been plentiful. Let us gather together the very best of what we
have and enioy the brotherhood, sisterhood. Black love and creativity (soul) we can give one another."
Ukuru Na Umoja
J. E. W.
Black Student Union
Wednesday, February 19 at 9:30 in the Amani, the Mojo Theatre will present a tribute to Black literature.
Thursday, February 20, 8:00; 210 Math-Science, the movie "Spook Who Sat By The Door" will be shown;
along with a rap session with the author of the book, Sam Greenlee. Donation of $.50.
Art Exhibit. There will be an art exhibit of the organization of Black Fine Arts (O.B.F.A.) in the Amani throughout the week.
Sponsored by the Black Student Union

At the end ot a man's life, he mvafiaMy directs hit ga;e oa<k*ards for a retro
.'■ summation ol tu% achievements Fortunate u the person whose Me'S such
that it helps produce waNe institutions m ofd*' to benefit others Gene-atly these
are the people who are able to organize not only their thoughts but also the people
they influence The apostle of a new movement rx always m the vanguard ot his soci
" -tory will reveal the products of his to-l and men will praise or ignore h*s
leg* . depending upon its ultimate value
ih.ise Wack leaders who chose to emWa/on m the annals of time the principles
jnd ideas lor which they stood will live as long as do the institutions thai pass on
the fruits of their labors
RICHARD ALIEN (1760-18311 was pulled from his knees one Sunday while at
praye» by a white usher in the St George Methodist Episcopal Church m Philadelphia A resolute and determined Mr Allen then started his own movement and in
• i ' (MM the Alncan Methodist Episcopal Church m Philadelphia so that he and
his people might pray m peace and dignity
THOMAS PAUL established m 1809 the African Baptist Church m Boston and a tew
years later hetped organize the Abyssinian Baptist Church in New York Today it is
the largest church of Baptist denomination m the r.ortd and is located m Harlem
LOJ1 CARY bought his own freedom as well as that ot his family before organising
the Richmond African Baptist Missionary Society m 1850 Me then took leave of
Ameina-and (Ouneyed to Africa m order to personally spread his work becoming one
ci tne earliest missionaries to the "Dark Continent
R1 S ABBOTT was born m 18'Oand at the age of 3b founded the Chicago De
' lendt< with himself as editor Mr Abbott weathered many a storm m his efforts to
keep the black people of Chicago informed His paper was the mosl influential and
■mlitanl of an Negro newspapers at the dawn ol this cenluiy
i AHTfRG WOOOSON 11875 19501 made possible the teaching of Negro history in
colored schools and colleges He d*d so through his Association for the Study of
. ife and History established m 1915 three years alter he received his doctorate from Harvard

THE ICEBREAKERS
/' vou can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk if on one turn of pitch andtoss.
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss.
II you can force your heart and nerve and smew
To serve yow turn long alter they are gone
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
• '■,'! t*e W'll which says to them "Hold on'

HARRIET TUBMAN
Eve*y so often there emerges from the masses a person who has determination
and stamina beyond aft comprehension When Harriet 'ubman died in 1913. around
the age of 90, she left a record of incredible indo'"''aui'it>
What iort of longing caused young Harriet W»M»" h#i rmrj twenties to leave her
parents h'otheis and sisters on a plantation m Maryland to follow the "North Star"
to freedom' Further yet, why did she return, not only to rescue her parents, but more
than three hundred others' All toM she made 19 trips under the subterfuge of dark
I into the perilous, southern states So important a "conductor' m (he
underground railroad' was Harriet that a $40,000 reward was offered for her cap
ture
A few years after her own escape President Miliard Mmore signed, m 1850. the
NPW Fugilrve Slave Law For this reason Harriet lound it necessary to take her
passengers a* (he way to Canada so the slaves wouldn t be returned by scavengers
o-ue m ' anada Harriet turned to the arduous task of caring lor her adopted brood
through their first northern winter In the spring she would return for more passenH i-ret by this time had made contacts with a number of whites and free
W*>s who assisted her with food, clothing jnd Shelter risking therr lives to do so
Way Stations" or check points were about twenty miles apart stretching from the
Mason Di<on Line all the way to the Canadian border Harriet ventured southward to
lead her people. Inghtened and trembling to freedom Once there beneath the
North Star each escaped slave must have NHt as Harriet did when she said. "I
looked at my hands to see if I was de same person now I was free Dere was such a
glory ober everything* Oe sun come like gold thru de trees and ober de fields and I
lelt like I was m Heaven '
When the Cnnl War erupted m 1861 the Contederales were surprised to find
themselves harassed by what musl have seemed like the ghost ol the tittle Wack
iady from Maryland Amasmg though it seemed. Harriet, neanng 40 years of age.
had |0tned the Union Army as a nurse, scout and intelligence agent General Saiton
reported "she made many a raid inside the enemy lines displaying remarkable
courage, seal and fidelity
One might wonder why this magnificent lady is included m the section titled
founders What eiactty d»d Harriet found ' She lounded a deep personal sense of
freedom that compelled her to share il she found the courage to risk that same
freedom m order to share it. she found the fears and despair ol a whole bunch'' of
black fiiks and gave them hope and a dream in return As Harnet Tubman once said
of her underground tram to freedom "I nebocr run my tram off de track and I neb
ber lost a passenger

There always rtne to be some who will take the chance so that others might
loltow some who say ' Jes l can
in every walk of li'e there are records to be
broken boundaries to co.s frontiers to eiptore There have been people who have
lost what fo* the moment must have seemed like everything Notwithstandng the
obstacles, men whose eyes were skyward did hold on the" wills were strong and
then lurns were served Here we present a few who dared challenge, who did set
records and who opened new frontiers From those who are brave enough to chai
tenge mankind benefits and the world grows a little boMer

1538 - LITTLE STEPHEN ESTEVANICO. who had originally landed >n New World at
Tampa Bay. Florida in 1528 led an expedition north from Me«ico and discovered
Ansona and New Me*co Estevamco was one of the outstanding Spanish explorers
and was instrumental in the eiptoration of the new world
1731 - BENJAMIN BANNEKER was bom and destined to become a famous
astonomer. inventor, mathematician, and wnter of the first American almanac Mr
Banneker was appointed by George Washington as one ol the planners of the aty o'
Washington. D C
176? - DR JAMES DERHAM was born with, or quite possibly without, the aid of a
doctor Derham later worked out h.s freedom under a white doctor m New Orleans
and later became recognised as America's pioneer black physician
1790 - JEAN BAPTISTE POlNTt DUSABLE a French speaking Negro became the
first permanent settler of the area at the southern end of Lake Michigan and is con
sidered the founder of the City ol Chicago The "Windy City" took root when
DuSable. a fur trader, decided to establish a trading post at the southern tip of lake
Michigan
1810 - TOM MOllNEAUX. a Virginia slave, gamed tame when he fought Tom Cnbb
m a bare fisted boung match m England that lasted forty rounds becoming
America's first athlete to compete abroad
1872 - PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR was born m Dayton Ohio and went on to be
come the first nationally known black poet Dunbar published his first book at the
age of twenty one and later was invited to Queen Victoria s Diamond Jubilee to re
ate his poetry
1874 - GEORGE Will IAMS. who served M the Umon Aimy at age 14. was the fir-.'
bl*. k graduate >l Newl m bed .(i ■ ' t n ir\ n Massachusetts Mr Williams was
also admitted as a lawyer to the Uhio Bar Association and later was noted as the
foremost Wack historian of his generation
1883 - JAN MATZELlGER born m the 1840 s in Dutch Guiana, came to the U S
where he developed and patented a machine that revolutionised the shoe industry m
1883 Matseliger s "lasting' machine enabled the United Shoe Manufacturing Com
pany. whtch bought the invention to control withm a few years 98 percent of the
shoe machinery trade, with a capital stock of J20.000 000 and 40 subsidiary com
panies Matseliger s invention was capable ol performing ail the steps required to
hold a shoe on its last, gnp and pull the leather down around the heel guide and
drive the nails into place and then discharge the shoe from the machine
1886 -- AUGUSTUS TOlTON became, on Apnl 24 of that year, the first American
Negro pnest ordained m Rome He returned to the U S to head a parish m Qumcy.
Illinois, before moving on to Chicago where he established St Monica's Church
1891 - ISSAC MURPHY won the Kentucky Derby becoming the first i«key to ever
nde three winners Murphy had previously won the classic in 1884. and 1890
1893 - DR DANIEL HALt WILLIAMS performed the world s first successful heart
operation al Provident Hospital m Chicago, whtch he helped found m 1891 There Di
Williams also established the first training school 'or Neg'o nurses m the U S The
papers on the day following the operation reported that D- WiHiams had sewed up
the human heart o' an emergency case who had suffered a knife wound *
1894
DR CHARLES R DREW was bom and before his death n 1950. became a
renowned medical scientist m the development ol blood plasma While director of
the British Blood Plasma Protect. Drew introduced the revolutionary proposal for a
blood bank" resulting m today's modern blood bank system Ironically, this mnova
tor of the elaborate system that saves countless lives every year, died from injuries
received in an automobile accident Because he didn't receive adequate attention
fast enough. Or Drew died from loss of Wood
1909 - MATHEW A HENSON accompanied Robert E Peary and four Eskimos to
become the first man ever to set foot on the uppermost region of the Earth the
North Pole Henson. the adventurer companion to Peary preceded, the famous e«
plorer by 45 minutes and was given a congressional medal and commendation Irom
the president

'What kind ot a-man was John Brown?)

***»V
"Brown is a bundle of the
best nerves I ever saw. cut
and thrust bleeding and m
bonds 'He is a man of clear
head ot cot/'ayr fortitude
He is a fanatic, vam and
garruf'Ji S
Mr> truthfur and inte
Cro.'

. Wise

"John B'own has twice as much right to hang Governor Wise as Governor Wise has to hang him"
-Wendell Phillips

Harriet Tubman

"In fmng his gun. John Brown has merely told us what
time of day it is It is high noon, thank God!"
',

—William. Lloyd Garrison

Jan Mat/ei'ger

•wan. It/Tk. M N«»i, T»««tay, Nhrvory I •. I »73

Area movie theater attendance rising
The manager credits Bowling Green's theater profits to
the various groups of persons comprising the population of
Bowling Green, since certain movies appeal to certain
audiences.
"We serve such a vast and different group of people in
different economic situations." he explained.
The average income of the 5.805 area families la about
$11,000, according to Morlan, so persons in this income
bracket can afford better entertainment for the community.
University students barely have an income, so bargain
admissions are offered, he added
Free admissions for retired community residents may
become a reality soon, Morlan noted.
Bob Tilton, assistant general manager of Armstrong, said
that the only time bargain admissions are omitted is when
the picture has high rental costs. Otherwise. University
students are charged only $1 to see a film any Thursday
night at the Cinema
The Cla-Zel Theatre sponsors Saturday and Sunday
matinees for II. Tilton added

By Lots Jeaklu.
Hollywood may be experiencing its economic troubles.
bat the movie business is definitely increasing its rental
National statistics snow that because of the added boost in
ntovle attendance during the Christmas season, movie
rentals reached a peak of (549 million, making 1*74 profits
the highest the motion picture industry has seen since 1946
According to the 1975 edition of industrial Outlook."
movie attendance In the first half of 1974 averaged more
than 10 million persons weekly. In 1973. about 16 6 million
•arsons attended movies during the same time period.
TV* Increased attendance figures are also being noticed in
Bowling Green.
THE Armstrong Circuit Inc.. which owns 20 theaters in
northwestern Ohio, including the Cla-Zel Theatre. Stadium
Cinema I and II and the Portage Skyllte Drive-in Theater
are teeing their seats fill up during showings.
Dennis Morlan. district manager of Armstrong, said last
year's attendance at the Cinema I and II was up 15 20 per
cent and a greater increase is expected for this year
Morlan has attributed the increase to the national
economy. He said people are "tired of watching the tube"
and want what be called "outside entertainment "
And since movie admission is usually |2-t2 50 for two
hours of entertainment, and M for six hours at a drive-in.
persons are encouraged to attend movies. Morlan explained
HE ADDED that a person cannot go to a night club or out
to eat on that amount of money

MORLAN said that the theaters will continue to provide
content and star-value entertainment which the audience of
the Bowling Green community wants
Dale Moose, film chairman of the University Union
Activities Organization (UAO) noted that the portion of the
community, especially University students, which attend
UAO weekend movies are more intelligent than the
audience was ten years ago.
Last quarter's UAO poll showed that students prefer
action-oriented movies. Hoose reported

•Clip 'n Save-

Prom the poll, the top 30 movie choices were analyzed to
see if they could be shown at the University winter or sprint
quarters. Of these movies, Little Big Man" has had the
most viewers-2.066~this year. "The Man Who Loved Cat
Dancing" and "Deliverence" combined for the best twinbill weekend showing so far.

President: Randy Hathaway
Coordinator of Cultural Affairs: Bill Erickson
State & Community Affairs: Dick Parrish
Academic Affairs: Mary Helen Framme
U.A.O. Directors: Darryl Rolandelli
Paul Addessi
Student Senate: Mary Gamellia, Ridge Tenney,
Brad Bauer, Rob Harbottle
Henry Montgomery
Take this ad to the polls with you on
Election Day — Wednesday

The increase, he said, may have been the result of better
movies and an expanded format.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Browned bread
6 Great name in
Ireland: Colloq.
11 Traditional
Japanese theater
12 Repeated a
tassage from
'requenter
16 Coats
17 Lubricate
18 Seasoned sailor
20 Very recently
21 Employi
23 Riches of a sort
24 Explorer Vasco
da —
25 Begin
27 19th cent, poet
28 19th cent, lexicographer
29 Substitute, usually of inferior
quality

31
33
35
36
40
44
45
47
48
49

52
53
55
56
58
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ANSWEI 10 WfVIOUS PUZZLE

VOTE

Hoose said that for the current quarter, attendance has
almost reached last quarter's total attendance, and about
five weeks still remain.

Unmelodius
Eat a nougat
Huff's companion
Paid (one's
share): Slang
Celestial
structure
Reddish-brown
pigment
Part of a jagged
line
Gathered leaves
Cane
EsUblished
Erinciple
lolder of a BA
deg.
Resign in a way:
Abbr.
Eccentric
Mimic
Having small
lumps
James Whitcomb
Riley, for one
St. Francis —
Teem
Grating
Rhythmic
pattern

pi
?5

[22

P
36

16

■

19
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1
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37
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8 Station in a
fiven place
awyer: Abbr.
10 Designating the
younger set
11 Former German
ruler
13 Racecourses:
Suffix
14 Split-level, for
example
16 Clobbers
19 Caledonian
22 Piled up

24
26
28
30
32
34
36
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41
42
43
46
49
50
53
54
57
59

Where Kiev is
Did a grand jete
Serpent
New York City
Move slowly
Daughter of
Tantalus
Region of
ancient Greece
Northern sea
duck
Grape, in botany
Big — , Calif.

by Garry Trudeau
rv>

ONNN&TO
ARRIVE EN
MASS£i\

43

W

Caddie's concern
Different one
Allude (to)
English letter
Sister
Marie
Mohammedan
scriptures
37 Old-fashioned
food preserver
38 Cheese
39 Pram pusher

DOONESBURY
HIT IT,
fiUcAKTH/R-

42
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^IH55

____
m

DOWN
Pads
Kimono sash
Car
Head
Unavailable because already
committed
Settle accounts
Fine net

41

7(| ■
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THEMOST
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HHKABU
HAY i tuatmip AHIHONY
WEUDME me IUXHS HMt/uuts,

THBMOST
HOHXABU
TINA SUMS,
MNSimOF
UOMCNI

m/v vne.Homr musim

SAMOA' IMMAKiee &SI*FN6
AffAKS!

miHomtm
THANKS. BOBBY VAlPtZ,
A&AL TONY
HONK, SURfS mOJUANAANO
SJR
atom NEKUP. I
TRUST' VUGSYSTtM
DemS6ANTS!
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February 19, 1975
• Clip 'n Save
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STUDENTS
1
WHO
CARE II l
m

turn *"""«*
• More Intense Security

• Rt evaluation of Lot And P.irWinq Meter Placement
• Wr.tr. *nd What rUpotnt To Monty Collected For Parking Firm

_fW US n.TIVITIfr
• Spring Concert In THt Stadium With Two Concert* A Quarter In Anderson

Artnt
•Divtrtt Form Of Entertainment (Speaker*, etc I
• Strong Relationship* With UAO
•Creation of Cultural Afftir Assistants
•Inform Student* Of Technicality* Of Booking A Concert

INDOOR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES:
•Research The Possibility Of A Facility
•Inform Students On What You Want Inside This Facility
•Present Complete Indoor Facility Information So That Student* Can Decide.
II They Want This Facility

Off CAMPUS M___ffl_B_
• 12,000 Boxes (J'«4'I2'>
• Conned Motlty - U H..II
• Numbered Bo... Each Student Hal Assigned Bo. Number For Whole Ytar
• Increased Student Employment To Stuff Bones
• Save University An Unlimited Amount Of Money

jtmam

.RIT.RIAS,

• Pubhciit Re*ult* Of Student Evaluation*

Student Operated)

• Student Advisor For Scheduling Classes
• Calendar Change I Semesters vs Quarter I
• What Wot CrlftKta For Tttchtr Probation?
• Course Evaluation To Mttt Student Values
• Creating New College Of Journalism And Communications
• Starting

Classes On Wednesday

And To Adhere To Original Acadtmic

Schtdult

STUDENT COMMUNICATIONS:
• Information Qutitionatrat Mailed To Students
• Employ Student* In Thit Process
• Volunteer* In Living Area* To Collect. Count And Otlivtr Forms
• Radio Program* With Topic On Government
• Newspaper Student Government Column ("Did You Know") Informative
Column

<r*MfvS SAfjTYi
• Evaluation Of Campus Safoty Policies
• Research Tha Ide.i Of Having Mora Patrolman Walking On Campus Instead
Of Riding
• Support The Idea Of Campus Safety Adviiary Council

CITY fflUMOL
• Work To Get To* Student. Elected To Ward. That Concern The Campus
And Off Campui Students

fQvP S.RYIC.,
• Work To Get Man Coupons So Student Can Make It Far The Quarter
• Check On Meal Pats System Pros And Cons On It
Mi ad a pad far ay the l Ms-am

We ore net responsible far mistakes unless notified •n first day ef imartseo.

CAMPUS CAUNOAI

Taesday. Keener > II. ir»
Rodgers Dorm Mov M A double leature. "Charlie-Chan at the
Opera". "Charlie-t'han in Egypt" Rodgers main lounge 9 00pm
Child and Family Development Club meeting Km 104 Home Kr
Illdii 6 30pm Election of officers will be held'

MARVAR
JENNINGS
B0TT0NARI
THOMAS
O'NEAL
JAKEWAY

McGEE
McGEE
WILKS

KL00S
F0LTZ
CONSTABLE
CR0WL
WILKES
—*—»*»****

VOTE

FEBRUARY
19th

laaaaeaeaaeeeeaeaeea'*—aeaaeaaaea

Young married couple needs
other couple or single person to
share expenses in modern 2
bedroom
apartment,
near
campus Facilities include pingpong, indoor pool, billiards. &
laundry Utilities paid except
electric W7 mo 352-5637

Active Christians Today Bible Studies - 10 00 am 603 Clough St
The Itirlstlanai The Occult" 4 00 603 ('lough St Greek class ACT
fellowship? 00 pm (amity lounge t'nion

Female roommate own room
165 mo SSl-faKl

Women's Intercollegiate Golf team will meet in the North end Ice
Arena 9:30 pm Wear warm, comfortable clothes Bring own golf
clubs

PERSONAL^

Students running for city council will be selected at 9 00 pm in the
2nd floor Stud Serv Bldg
Interviews for YMCA Storer Camps. Jackson. Michigan will be held
TODAY lrom»5 in the Croatian 1 Harrison Hms . Union
International Coffee Hour 2 pm to 4 pm Km 16 Williams Hall Sponsored by the West Indies Club Open to all
Introductory lecture on Transcendental Meditation at 4 pm and 8
pm Rm 200 Moeeley Free it open to the public
BGSU Veterans Assoc meeliag tonight Rm. IIS BA Bldg 6 00 pm
Mr Joseph Burrucker of CWH1' will speak on Graduate Programs
in social work tonight at 5:00 Capital Rm , Union
Kidney Foundation will be in University Hall from 9 5 On campus
oi^Mdoswr drive.
BGSU Karate Club will meet in the Aud of St Thomas Moore PariS»at»:».
BGSU Sports Car flub meeting Rm 113 Bus Adm Bldg 7 JO pm
Everyone welcome
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: 1 silver band ring with
mother pearl stones in girl's
bathroom, main Library
Sentimental value, please call 22573 and leave message for
Karen Sass
LOST WATCH Please help If
you found a golf ladies watch
with a maroon face please
contact me at 2-S2S1. room 203
Dunbar Bobbi
HELP WANTED
Mature, reliable person wanted
tor creative childcare and light
housekeeping Mon and Wed
Must love babies Call 354-7471
or see Dr Melhyman in Speech
MEVlCBSO.rTE.lED
Expert sewing and mending
pick-up and delivery. Sewing
lessons available BMW*.
Decisions'' Need to talk?
Emotional and Material
Pregnancy Aid. B2-4334
TYPING DONE 35»f«B4
Typing done 352-7265
Tkeaes typing 3M7M5
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS'
portraits.
passports,
applications, senior specials
WEISSBROD Studio 123 W
Wooaler 354-1041

SALE
AT
FINDERS
RECORDS ALL 16 M l.l-'s
REDUCED TO (4 39
DAVE CROWL FOR
STUDENT SENATE

SGA

Golden Hearts pledges sought
the Sig Ep's high and low. and
we did succeed by kidnaping the
Banjo
Listen all you Pi's it's no time
for sighs so bring all those men
to the Lions Den'
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS'
Work and play in the Rockies
this summer-ranches, lodges,
parks, etc
send 13 00 for
intormalion and list of contacts
Ranch Hand Coop. 490 N 19th
St Canon City. Colorado, 31212

French utoring Call 372-1344

Warm congratulations to Gerry
.. Marsha, and Alan i Tom on
their TKE lavalierusgs. and to
Flick 1 Beth, and Bobby _
Marry Lu on their TKE
pinmngs Best of hick and
happiness to all of you Love.
The Little Sisses.

WANTED

Susan Ktoos tor SGA Senate

1 or 2 females to sublet spring
M6 mo 153 2102

Congratulations
Vicki on
becoming Panhel President and
on being tapped into Golden
Torch The Brothers of AF.I'i

CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS
BY PHILIP MORTON. THE
WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER 515CONNEAUT

74 male BG Grad desperately
needs parttune employment
352 5M9
Female to sublease
W/mo 352-7112

spring

1 m to share 3 bedroom apt
352-tsMl
M roommate to share 3 bdrm
house 31*0 mo , John. 352-0389
after 6 pm.
Sublease spring
1242.

MS mo

354-

Sublease spring quarter 3527s_.after4 00
^_
1 Im rm to sublease spr qtr.
354-544..
Female sublease apartment
spring $75 mo Janice. 352-5496
1 Im needed now pass spring
W5 mo . pool, pb 354-124.
1 m. roommate to share 2
bedroom house immediately
155 mo Utilities included 352
07*3

RAY MARVAR
PRESIDENT

FOR

SGA

Vote for DAN GARFIELD Rep to the Board of Trustees
VOTE CONSTABLE
SENATE.

SGA

Authentic American INDIAN
JEWELRY 354-7443
NEED MONEY' Will buy old
pocket watches, political
buttons, coins, nostalgic items,
collectibles 154 7202
ELECT
DENNIS
BOTTONARl. STUDENT REP
TO BOARD OF TRUSTEES
VOTE FOR KIM JAKEWAY
COOR
OF CULTURAL
AFFAIRS.
SALE AT FINDERS RECORDS
ALL|6 98LPs REDUCED TO
M39
FOR SALE
Fender Itjssman top. (50
Speaker Bottom. 2 15" JBL
speakers, price negotiable 35262*7
Stereo good buy 352-0034
One pair Bust 901 speakers.
1400. one phse linear 400
amplifier $360 Phone 353-8105
195 CM Hart Knight skies with
Salamon 505 step in bindings
Like new' Call 352-3740
(200 CASH REBATE 1972 Audi
air _ stereo (3300. 372-4634
Doug
BRIGGS SHOE REPAIR
behind Stale Savings 300 S Main
10-5 30daily. 9-12 00Sat

nn»EST

SALE AT FINDERS RECORDS
ALL M 9* 1.1' s REDUCED TO
S4 39

APARTMENTS - X bedrooms,
lurmshed 352-4*71.

VOTE GINNY MCGEE FOR
STUDENT SENATE

Sublease 1 bedroom furnished
apartment spring quarter 352
58*9

AEPi's Loved your kick n
booty Thanks tor a great time
Vote Mary
Senate

FolU

for

SGA

Abortion Information - Finest
medical care available at the
lowest
cost
Immediate
appointments Toll free 1-800438-3770
Abortion Information Service.
starting rate 1125 ('linn- very
close to area
1-24 week
pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Modern techniques and finest
facilities
Immediate
arrangements will be made
with no hassle Call collect. 24
hour service 1 216-431 1557

Cherry Hill Village leasing
Club house with indoor heated
pool Office hours 9-5 M-F (53
Napoleon Rd Suite 3 332<24*
Preferred Property Rentals.
Houses, and apartments. 352837*
We have many apartments and
houses for rent for summer and
fall Call Newlove Realty 3537381
Now leasing for summer and
fall Luther Apartments. 1 and 2
bedrooms. 9 month and 12
month leases 352-4394
Apartments for 4 students near
Towers for fall rentals Special
rates for summer rentals.
Phone 352 7365

.

I
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leers gunned down at Lake Superior
B> I>,.(,.rllrld

Aiiliun Sporti Editor
SAULT
ST
MARIE.
Mich.-Al Capone couldn't
have planned it any better.
The injury-riddled and
offensive deficient Falcons
hobbled into the dingy confines of Pullar Stadium last
weekend and were lined up
| for a typical St Valentine's
Day ni.iss.iiTc .i la Lake
Superior (LSSCI style.

WHAT THE FALCONS
and Lakers could not settle
while playing hockey, they
reconciled with fists and
high-flying
sticks
Both
teams were skated ragged.

and the Falcons came out
with more casualties, including a 7-7 tie Friday and a (5 loss Saturday night.
The band-aid department
was alerted to minor injuries systained by Jack Laine
{hipl. Al Leitch {head and
face). Bob Dobek (leg) and
Tom Thomas, who was
shaken up when he was
belted in the face by a Laker
player in front of the BG
bench Friday evening
Although the injuries were
minor and the crippled foursome played Saturday night,
the three-hour Friday night
action was just an indication
of what to expect Saturday
night

BG fell behind consistently and played the catchup role through the entire
series
Down 5-3 midway in the
third period of Friday's
contest. BG's Mike Hartman
stole the puck from LSSC's
Steve Davies and skated in
for an unassisted goal Tom
Esper's tip-in goal from
passes by Dobek and Doug
Ross respectively tied the
score with five minutes left
in regulation time
BUT THE BIG disappointment came in overtime
when the Falcons outshot
the Lakers. 12-4. and hit the
post on a power play advan-

i. Tracksters place high
By Bill Ettep
The Bowling Green indoor
track
squad
captured
runner-up honors at a MidAmerican
Conference
i MAC I quadrangular meet
L and placed in the finals of
1
two relay events at the
Knights of Columbus iKC)
championships
last
weekend
The Falcons used five
first-place
finishes
and
season-best
performances
Friday to score 57 points,
while host Eastern Michigan
i EMI'I won the MAC event
with 72 Conference rivals
Central Michigan (33' took
third and Toledo (14) fourth
The two wins and a loss
. gives BG a final dual meet
record of 4-2 Eastern Michigan, meanwhile, extended
its dual meet win string to
37

1

FALCON SENIOR Don
See made an impressive
season debut taking first in
the 440 at 49 4 and second to
EMU'S Hasley Crawford in
' the 300 in 31 1 Crawford's
30 6 clocking enabled the
former indoor ail-American
•U> qualify for next month's
•NCAA championships
• Rick
Hutchinson's

winning time of 1 12 6 led a
Falcon sweep of the top
three scoring spots in the
600-yard run Ron Taylor
garnered second in 1:12.7
and Bruce Vermilyea third
all 12 8
EMU speedster
Bruce
Taylor was awarded the 60yard dash title after he and
Falcon Brian Storm finished
with identical 6 4 marks.
Bowling Green footballer
Hal Thomas, also seeing his
initial action of the season,
took fourth in 6.7.
IN WINNING his first
collegiate indoor race. BG's
Gary Desjardins captured
the 1000. in 2:13 2 while Tim
Zumbaugh added points with
a 4 10 9 mile triumph
BG's Steve Edwards led
the field-event efforts with a
season-best
6-6
leap
to
capture the high jump.
Freshman Les Linhart took
second in the shot put at 47-8
and Reg Warren garnered
third in the 60-yard high
hurdles in 7.7
The two-mile relay squad
of Dan Dunton, Desjardins.
Hutchinson and Vermilyea
led Bowling Green's efforts
at the 35th running of the KC
Saturday
night
at
the
Cleveland Coliseum
The

quartet was clocked
in
7 40 5. while Villanova won
the event in an 11 lap NCAA
record lime of 7 25 5
World-record
holding
Seton Hall University took
the mile relay title, as the
BG foursome of See. Taylor,
Tim LoDico and Walter
Hawkins toured the oval in
3:24 to garner fourth.

tage. failing to score BG
finished the game outshooling the hometown Soo. 6445.
The game was also marred
by 26 penalties.
Falcon left-winger Steve
Ball added two goals and an
assist, and Dobek. who got
back into offensive gear
with a goal and two assists,
led BG's output Friday
night
The Lakers' Kim Gellert
tallied four goals and goalie
Pat Tims, who saved 57
shots, preserved the tie for
the Soo
Despite the tie. BG's Ron
Mason was satisfied with his
team's play -but not the offi
elating
"The ice rink was a zoo.
Mason said questioning the
officiating and numerous
scuffles which delayed the
game "It was a real great
team effort to come from
behind consistently "
Laker coach Hick Comity
was not pleased with the
type of hockey displayed by
both teams but praised BG
for its effort
That's not the type of
game we want to sell here.'
Comley said of the hot-

tempered
and
penalty
marred
contest
"They
(BGi tied on the road
That's as good as a win I
guess "
SATURDAY
NIGHT'S
confrontation was less than
expected both teams played
clean hockey There were
only six penalties called on
each team
But penalties or not. the
action was a carbon copy of
Friday's match
Falcon
errors in judgment and poor
passes pui three goals on the
board for the Lakcrt, and
the Falcons found them
selves playing the underdog
role once more
. .. ....... . led 10 afler
one
period
and
then
Increased their .lead to 3 0
midway in the second period
before the Falcons found the
net Byron Shutt. Hartman
and Huh Nagai found the
right side o( goalie Tuns a
good place lor scoring goals
and the Falcons were back
in the game
Going into
the final
stanza. BG trailed. 4-3. but
again let the 1-akcrs sneak in
for two goals However, a

double penalty by the lakers
in less than a minute and
two power play goals by
Dobek and Shutt respectively lifted the visiting
Falcons to within one of the
Soo, 6 5. and that's how it
ended
THIS TIME AROUND, it

was a cheerful Comley and a
quiet
and
disappointed
Mason Comley. who was
fuming during the game
about the two penalties
which eventually gave BG
two goals, said he thought
the game was sewed up at 63
"I thought we had the

game away at 6-3. bat you
can't give Bowling Green
the power play They'll kill
you.'' said Comley
Mason would not put the
blame on any one player, but
he did say. "We gave away
three goals in our own end
You can't win that way "

BG captures state title
By I nun Leach
Stall Writer
To no one's surprise, the
Howling
Green
women
swimmers
notched
a
decisive victory over all
other Ohio schools and Came
away
from
Youngslown
Stale University with the
state crown
The Falcons amassed T.71
points on then »a> to the
state Championship Their
closest
competitor
was
Miami with 351 points. Ohio
State finished third with 276
points
''We
completely
dominated the meet.
Mid
BG swimmer Gall Sailer

"We had over 300 points
after the first day while the
team closest to us had
something like 150 points "

BARB MCKEE was the
lop swimmer in the meet,
snaring four first places and
two second places
BG's
McKee captured three in
dividual first places in the
MO yard individual medley,
the 50 backstroke and the 100
backstroke She shared firsl
place in the 400 medley relay
with
teammates
Sharon
Ackron. Diane Coppersmith
and Becky Sleeky.
Sharon,Ackron also took
first place in the 50 and 100
yard hreaslstroke
The 200 medlev and 400

free relays captured the
runner-up
position.
According to Sailer, the 400
free relay had never finished
less than in first place
before
"WE WERE seeded in the
worst heat and could nol
swim against Ohio State."
she said
"OSU beat our
time, and it was very
upsetting "
Other BG second places
finishes
went to Cathy
Witkowski. 50 breaststroke.
Siesky. 50 and 100 freestyle.
Betsy Fisher. 400 free and 50
fly; Coppersmith. 400 in
dividual medley and Ruth
Hutchison. 100 breaststroke

Typewriters for Rent

Rent a Smith-Corona
Electra 120 portable
electric typewriter
* 8.00 per week
$
20.00 per month
Rental fees are to be paid in advance
ID'S requited

Kick

BG twimmtt Dove Rylond tprintt to the finish tin* in the 500-yard freestyle

University Bookstore

MfliitatfiiiitfyhyPi^'* h°in* Oieet against Miami. [ Nrw.pt.oto by Steve Ancilc)

Student Services Building

Redskin swimming team wins again
Bv Pete Englekart
Stall Writer
For all it matters, the
Falcon swimming team's68
45 loss to Miami University
i Mli Saturday at the Nalatorium was the closest BG
has come to beating the Redskins in six years
What does matter, however, is the inescapable fact
that the loss prolongs a fivemeet losing streak for BGtheir worst skid since 1971
The Falcons are now 4-6 for
(the season while Miami is
11-1 The Redskins now own
a 11-10-2 series edge over
Bowling Green

DESPITE THE presence
of the losing streak. Falcon

coach Tom Stubbs saw some
bright spots in the BG lineup
that generates optimism for
the Mid-American Conference i MAC I championships
at Central Michigan University March 64.
"They didn't fold up."
Stubbs said about the BG
squad
"They swam well
although they knew that
they
were
up
against
swimmers of superior ability "

the

trip

from

RYLAND TOOK advan
tage of Wilson's absence to
become the meet's only
double winner His victories
in the 500 and 1000-yard
freestyles boosted his total
season victory mark to 12
Rob Ellis and Don l.uikarl
gave BG its only sweep of
the afternoon when they captured the top two places in
the 200 individual medley
after Miami's Chuck Lam

bert was disqualified for an
illegal turn
While the meet extended
the Falcon losing skid, it
also marked the final home
appearance of senior co-captains Bill Bradburn and Jeff
Dereen
Bradburn. who finished
seventh and eighth in the
MAC 100 and 200-yard back
strokes respectively, has
been a two-year letterman
for the tankers

A highlight of the meet
was to be the head-to-head
confrontation between Mil's
Grey
Wilson
and
the
Falcons' Dave Ryland. but
the Miami distance star did

SEGCGE
CARL IN

H0TL TIM fcOO
ttoai hat Mw

SUN.f MAR. 2
3:00 & 8:00 P.M.
TOUMUSOiCMJD.

CKETS PHONE
»%™

(A1

'7/*6/*5

COUPON BELOW

MM to M. L VanTiim Praunu, 4*12 Taknaaj*, ToMo. OH 43623 EnTOMiwiWIHiH LV.T.IofS
lor
tictatl lo Corf.
Can*. | Plain mcluda SOt riinaanf chirp and llamsM laH-lddrauad an

YER OERN TOOTIN! And Pappy brings with him his
famous Fritd Crucktn, crisp and tasty on the outside, tender and
iu»cy on the inside Try some to eat in or carryout today.

Saddle UP for

% RoyRogers k

Family Restaurant.
2741 WOOOVIllE RD, TOLEDO
MO E. WOOSTER. BOWLING GREEN

NAME
ADORtSS .
STATE.

ZIP.

March 21 - 30
Round Trip Bus Transportation
Accomodations at tSie Summitt Motel
10 Cases "Refreshments" on Each Bus
2 Free Bar-B-Ques in Daytona
8 Days - 7 Nights in Daytona
Optional Trips to Disney World
All Rooms on the Beach
Join OSU and TU Students
18 is Florida's Legal Age

TOTAL PRICE

TO ORD£R

T|

Spring Break — Daytona Beach, Fla

VaVfiy Panter

a* ram to. !*•
3'00 ptrto'm

'Toledo Window Box' Concert

"TV

not make
Oxford

*159M

5000 Deposit Due March 10
FURTHER INFO CALL
JIM STOFAN
Asst. Director - Union Programs
B.G.U.

372-2345

-

DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD

Hoopsters back in the race
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
Amidst the
boos and
catcalls of Anderson Arena
last Saturday night. Bowling
Green's basketball team
jumped back into that frying
pan known as the Mid
American,
Conference
i MAO title chase
Knowing
that
leagueleading Miami had lost to
Central
Michigan.
78-74.
earlier in the day. the
Falcons managed to down
an improved Kent State
crew Saturday. 65-57. in
overtime
Although the local patrons
voiced
their
disapproval
when the Falcons went to a
four-corner offensive stall
with nearly four minutes
remaining
in
regulation
play, they had much to cheer
about when BG forward
Cornelius Cash dominated
the overtime period
CASH TURNED in a
remarkable overtime performance after the 54-54
regulation deadlock hitting
for six points and grabbing
five rebounds to ice the
crucial league encounter
Before that, he had hit only
one of his nine shots
After the game. Falcon
head coach Pal Haley said
that Cash had plaved one of
his worst games during
regulation
But the BG
mentor added that Cash
made up for that in the
overtime

Clutch shooting by center
Ron Hammye. superior ball
control by Jeff Montgomery
and stellar play by forward
Skip Howard coming off the
bench kept the Falcons in
the contest before the extra
session.
Hammye.
the
6-9
freshman from Genoa, put
in three key buckets in the
late going to keep the local
cagers within reach. But it
was Howard who picked up
the Falcons when
they
slowed
offensively
and
defensively
THE DAYTON Dunbar
high school product came off
the bench to hit five of 11
shots from the floor-most of
them from way outside. In
addition, he hauled down 10
rebounds
Haley had praise for
Howard's aggressive effort.
"He did a lot of things well
tonight.'' said Haley "You
know, he became the sixth
all-time rebounder tonight
(in BG history). He plays
with
the
second-leading
rebounder (Cash), and I
think
that makes
his
statistic
all
the
more
phenomenal."
When Howard snared his
fifth rebound, he boosted his
career total to 629 to pass
Walt Piatkowski 11*66-48)
who formerly held the sixth
spot on the BG career
rebounding list.

Howard's

heroics

were

MAC standings
TEAM
Central Michigan
BOWLING GREEN
Miami
Toledo
Western Michigan
Ohio University
Eastern Michigan
Kent State

MAC
6-3
7-4
6-4
64
64
44
J-7
2-8

OVERALL
16-4
114
15-6
12-8
13-8
10-10
10-11
4-16

Mark Glover
Haley, Falcon fans
have common goal
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
Bowling Green basketball coach Pat Haley turned in one
of the strangest performances I have ever witnessed last
Saturday after his team defeated Kent State. 65-57. in
overtime
.
As his team paraded into the locker room ahead of him.
Haley suddenly looked up and saw a row of reporters
standing along the hallway wall looking like buzzards sitting
on a clothesline
The BG coach suddenly stopped, leaned over to the sports
scribes and delivered this tender remark at the top of his
voice- BOOO'"
HALEY THEN strolled into the locker room to join his
team leaving my colleagues and me laughing helplessly.
The coach was obviously upset with the Anderson Arena
"boo birds' who made their presence known on a number of
occasions during Saturday
evening's
Mid-American
Conference iMACl clash
The BG patrons particularly rode the local hoopsters
when Haley initiated an offensive stall with almost four
minutes remaining in the game The Falcons had a four
point lead at the time, and the fans apparently thought it
was too early to go to the stall
Haley thought different and so did his players
"They're ithe fansi not the people who tell me what to
do." said BG guard Jeff Montgomery. "We went to the fourcorner because we wanted to bring them out of the zone
"THE IDEA of it is to get me in the middle, and 1 can
usually get a good shot going down the lane." he added
Falcon guard Steve Cooper walked over to Montgomery
and offered a comment.
"You can't let the fans tell you what to do." said Cooper
It was only logical that the guards would want to talk
about such a matter It is their responsibility to run the fourcorner stall They handle the ball and deal with the constant
pressure exerted by the opposition's defense
To have your own fans vocally assault you while trying to
win a game is disturbing to say the least
During Saturday's encounter. Montgomery put on some
fabulous dribbling exhibitions that had the Kent defenders
running rings around each other Montgomery's reward for
his effort was a chorus of boos

not enough to stifle the Kent
scoring attack which hit
well against the Falcon zone
defense. When BG went to
its offensive stall in the late
going. Montgomery dribbled
in and out of the Kent
defenders with ease.
ALTHOUGH THE stall
was roundly booed by the
fans, it succeeded a number
of times by breaking up the
stingy Kent State zone
defense
With
1:08
remaining, Hammye hit two
foul shots to put BG ahead.
54-52
But Kent's Tony Jamison

tied it up by driving the lane
for a lay-up seconds later.
Kent had one last chance to
win the game when guard
Ricky Gates drove in for an
off-balance shot that missed
with just a few seconds left
Kent coach Rex Hughes
churned that Gates was
fouled on the play and added
that one of the officials
"didn't have the guts to call
it."
But the game ended in a
tie and that set up Cash's
explosion in the overtime
nad BG's eventual win

THE FALCONS now stand
74 in the MAC and remain
just percentage points
behind loop leader Western
Michigan (6-3) BG is 134
overall while Kent dropped
to 4-18 on the year and 24 in
the MAC.

Mike Ehrenfried's junior
varsity crew defeated the
Toledo All-Stars. 97-95. in
the preliminary
contest.
Center Jay Underman led
the JV's with 34 points and
14 rebounds while BG
guard Greg Kampe hit nine
of 16 shots for 24 markers.
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Hammye, fast break
overrun Loyola cagers
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
A murderous fast break
and some aggressive play by
freshman
center
Ron
Hammye
enabled
the
Falcon basketball crew to
have a rare romp last night
at Anderson Arena
A crowd of 2.051 fans,
most of them anxious to see
the Falcons 1134) display
some power, saw just that
as the BG hoopsters manhandled Loyola of Chicago.
91-68
The
Falcons
dominated every aspect of
the game, and it could have
been worse.
BG coach Pat
Haley
opened the gates of mercy
by
substituting
liberally
with 8:39 left to play in the
contest
THE FANCY dribbling
and passing of Falcon
guards Jeff Montgomery
and
Steve
Cooper
completely confused
the
slower Ramblers, (8-14).
and the duo ran the fast
break
to
perfection
throughout most of the
game. When Montgomery
and Cooper were not tossing
in layups, Hammye was
hurting Loyola underneath

Hammye. who looks more
like a serious student of
philosophy,
hustled and
scrapped
against
the
muscular Rambler big men
to finish with 15 points and
seven rebounds
The center hit six of his
eight shots from the field
including some buckets that
were made from bizzare offbalance positions

The youngster from Genoa
talked about his progress
after the game.
"Going against these guys
(his teammates) in practice
has helped a lot." he said
"I've been relying on other
people (to move) too much
Tonight. I did some moving
on my own "
Hammye carries his 210
pounds on a 6-9 frame and
does not appear to be an
overpowering player But he
said he makes up for this
with his movement
"PROBABLY
every
center I play against is
stronger than I am." he said
with a smile. "I try to get
position on them. When you
play against the Hobinson's
(Kent's Bradley) and the
Green's (Ohio's George),
you learn to get position
II would be hard to argue

with
Hammye
there.
Robinson and Green tip the
scales at 235 pounds apiece.
Haley was quick to praise
his center
"Hammye just gets better
and better." he said "It's
just an experience factor
Hecanreallyshoot ''
Hammye had a strong
supporting cast as his front
line
colleagues.
Skip
Howard and Cornelius Cash,
garnered 15 points apiece.
They
also
snared
19
rebounds between them
MONTGOMERY LED the
Falcons in scoring hitting on
10 of 19 shuts for 21 points
His running mate. Cooper,
totalled 14 markers
Helped by the numerous
layups. the BG cagers shot a
torrid 54 per cent from the
field while making 76 per
cent of their foul shots
Haley would not definitely
say it was the best performance he had seen all
year out of his team but
added with a grin. "It's the
best 40 minutes 1 can
remember "

•••

The junior varsity cagers
downed Frisch's last night.
83-69 Greg Kampe led the
JV's in scoring with 26
points

Falcon cantor Mark Carrwright (3) attempts to block a pass
PaSS

(Newsphoto by Michael Grone)

Kosch and AAetting-two to watch
By Jerry Masek
Assistant Sports Editor
Joe
Kosch and
Mike
Melting Remember those
names
Kosch,
a junior, and
Metting.
a
senior,
are
Bowling Green's two best
bets to take a Mid-American
Conference I MAC) individual wrestling title in the
league
tournament
next
week (Feb 28-March 1)
Both grapplers continued to
display impressive form last
weekend, and were BG's
only double winners as the
Falcons split two meets in
their last home appearance
this season.

The matmen dropped to 49 overall, beating Wright
State University. 19-17. and
falling to West Liberty State
iW.Va) 20-12 West Liberty
also topped Wright State. 35
6
KOSCH. WHO dropped
from 142 pounds to 134
pounds for the tournament,
had no trouble gaining his
seventh and eighth straight
victories The junior, now 8
3-1. posted lopsided wins of
13-2 and 14-2 last weekend
Metting had a little harder
time in picking up his sixth
and seventh consecutive triumphs. The senior, who
dropped to 158 pounds after

several
seasons
at
167
pounds, raised his mark to 7
3-1 with decisions of 8-1 and
2-0 He is undefeated since
moving down to 158 pounds
several weeks ago
The Falcons' weakness in
the upper weights hurl them
in both matches Against
Wright St.it,- BG had built
up 16-3 lead and managed to
hold off a late attack Wright
State won three of the last
four matches, including a
pin at heavyweight to close
the gap
But it wasn't
enough to overtake the
Falcons.
Al Nozak clinched the
match for BG by gaining a 94 victory at 190 pounds.

AGAINST WEST Liberty,
the Falcons managed only
three decisions and a draw,
and BG tailed to score in two
important matches Senior
Kevin Dick lost. 2-0. at 118
pounds, and sophomore Bill
Frazier drew. 2 2. at 126
pounds
Kosch came back to register a superior decision and
give the Falcons a one-point
lead, but the West Virginia
school won five of the last
seven matches, including
the top four weight classes.
There were several individual bright spots for the
Falcons
Senior Handy Kollman
posted a 1-0 shutout at ISO

AT
12(
POUNDS.
Humbert Zamora evened his
season mark at 1-1 by edging
his Wright State opponent. 98, on riding time Freshman
Jim Motter gained a 10-4
decision at 142 pounds, and
158-pound sophomore Tony
Giamello also won. 5-3.
Junior Pat Welfle. one of
the winningest matmen on
the squad, missed the match
after straining his shoulder
in practice last week BG
coach Bruce Bellard said
Welfle should be back on the
mats this weekend when the
Falcons face powerful Ohio
University and Ohio State in
back-to-back road encounters

Against West Liberty,
we needed to win in the
lower weights, and didn't."
Bellard
said
"Against
Wright State, we experimented with some new
wrestlers and that made the
score lower Kosch had the
crucial match there. He had
to win, or we may have lost
that match too We missed
Pat
(Welfle)
in both
matches "
Bellard
also
praised
Motter. calling him. "BG's
best freshman walk-on."
BELLARD ADDED that
Dan Stokes is planning to
drop to 177 pounds, a move
that should firm up BG's
strength in the higher
weights

By Lanri Leach
Staff Writer
Bowling Green's women gymnasts continued to win as
they defeated Miami 83 92-75 27 at the Women's Building
last weekend.
The Falcons, coached by Charles Simpson, led from the
beginning after snaring the top four places in vaulting.
Marty W acker captured first place with a high score of 8.5.
The other three places were taken by Candy Suchecki.
second. 7 73: Karen Glenn, third. 7 43 and Debbi North,
fourth. 7.37

But the fans might be wise to realize that the conference
goal is not solely theirs The goal can only be achieved by
the team coached by Haley
It seems ridiculous that Haley and the BG patrons who
have the same goal are in conflict Haley is upset with the
booing BG followers, and the fans disagree with Haley's
approach to pursuing the loop crown

The Falcons are only percentage points out of first place
in the conference with three games to go. Patience on the
part of Haley and the fans could help a third party-the
players-win a crown that everyone desires to own

pounds for his first win this
year

Women gymnasts
trounce Redskins

WHEN NORTH Carolina Stale's Monte Towe harasses the
defense with his dribbling ability, the home crowd usually
becomes hysterical At Anderson Arena, the hysteria is
negative
And why do the fans boo''
I would venture to say that the fans react negatively
because their goals are frustrated That goal is a conference
championship

THIS MUTUAL disappointment is hardly conducive to
winning

gracefully thrown by Kent guard Ricky Cants (13) during last
weekend's action. BG won the MAC showdown, 6S-S7.

■O heavyweight Dan StoJ.es (top) is caught in a confused tangle with a
Central Michigan foe earlier this season Stokes, who lost a pair of matches last
PfPiTP f
' ™ *™™'

weekend, is dropping to 177 pounds, a move that should strengthen BG in the
"PP** weights. The matmen split a pair of matches last weekend in their final
nosen homo appearance, and thoy face Ohio University and Ohio Slate this
weekend (Newspholo by Bob Harmeyer)

BG MANAGED to take both first and third places in the
uneven parallel bars, a traditionally weak event for the
Falcons Suchecki took honors with a score of 7.57 while
Glenn placed third with a 5.23.
Balance beam performances were marked by falls by
both teams Debbie Goldthorp of Miami gave an almost
flawless performance on the beam and came away with a
score of 8.0 for first place BG took second and third place*
with performances by Glenn (7.6) and Nancy Thorn (6.6).
North clinched a Bowling Green victory by capturing first
place in floor exercise with a score of 7.63. Kelly Lenhart.
who stubbed her toe just before doing her routine, finished
in third place with 7.57 points.

